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Foreword
The European Union Network for the Implementation and Enforcement of Environ-
mental Law is an informal network of the environmental authorities of EU Member
States. The European Commission is also a member of IMPEL and shares the chair-
manship of management meetings.
The network is commonly known as the IMPEL Network
The expertise and experience of the participants within IMPEL make the net-
work uniquely qualified to work on certain of the technical and regulatory aspects of
EU environmental legislation. The Network’s objective is to create the necessary im-
petus in the European Community to make progress on ensuring a more effective
application of environmental legislation. It promotes the exchange of information and
experience and the development of greater consistency of approach in the implemen-
tation, application and enforcement of environmental legislation, with special emphasis
on Community environmental legislation. It provides a framework for policy ma-
kers, environmental inspectors and enforcement officers to exchange ideas, and en-
courages the development of enforcement structures and best practices.
Information on the IMPEL Network is also available through its web site at
http://europa.eu.int/comm/environment/impel.
This report is the result of a project within the IMPEL Network. The content
does not necessarily represent the view of the national administrations or the Com-
mission.
The report was adopted during the IMPEL Meeting in Paris 6.-8. December 2000.
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Introduction
National environmental legislation and Community legislation stipulate that the re-
quirements for environmental protection are fulfilled before industrial operations
can be started up. In practice, a permit, a notice or an equivalent decision by a compe-
tent authority is used to control the operations. Industrial operations though are not
static, changes in operation may occur frequently. When a change occurs, the original
permit may no longer be valid. Therefore, national and Community legislation also
have provisions that control changes in operation.
The IPPC directive (Directive on Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control,
96/61/EC) requires that the competent authority is responsible for regulating changes
in operation. Article 2 (10) (a) and (b) of the directive defines two types of change -
change in operation and substantial change. In accordance with Article 12 (1), all changes
in operation of the installation that may affect the environment require the compe-
tent authority to take action, if necessary by updating the permit or the conditions.
Moreover, in accordance with Article 12 (2), a permit is required for a substantial change.
The permit application must cover the affected parts of the installation. Member Sta-
tes use different mechanisms for regulating changes in operation. Additionally, the
authorities’ interpretations vary concerning the extent of the changes in operations.
This is the final report of the IMPEL Network Project “Changes in Industrial
Operations”. The aim of the project was to provide a basic insight into the practices of
authorities responsible for controlling changes in operation from the point of view of
environmental protection. The project was useful in clarifying the legislative demands
of each of the participating Member State and showing how these demands and re-
quirements are interpreted by different authorities. The overall objective was to find
out what is good practice in supervision and control of changes in industrial opera-
tions, by focussing on the practice of authorities handling these changes.
A two-step process was used to get the needed information. First, a draft com-
prehensive questionnaire concerning changes in industrial operations was prepared
and sent out for comments to the Member States. The comments of the Member Sta-
tes were then incorporated into a final questionnaire that was sent out to all Member
States in July 1999. The answers were then analysed. The second step was to hold a
seminar to get more in-depth information, were the most problematic questions were
discussed, key difficulties were identified and good practices for different situations
were agreed on. The seminar was held in Helsinki on the 13th to 14th December 1999.
The questionnaire covered specific topics from the IPPC directive and its imple-
mentation in the Member States. In particular the contents of Articles 2 (10) (a) (b)
and 12 (1) (2) were looked at. Special attention was also paid to Articles 7, 13 (1) (2) and
15 (1) (2) and to Articles 3 and 5 (1) (2). The aim of the questionnaire was to clarify the
similarities and differences between the different Member States in implementation
of the IPPC directive and in practices of the authorities supervising and controlling
operational changes. Answers to this questionnaire have been provided by the follo-
wing Member States: Austria, Denmark, Finland, France, Greece, Ireland, Italy, the
Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom (Table 0). The evalua-
tion of the questionnaire is presented in Annex I of this report.
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The seminar themes were legal bases, application, supervision, change in opera-
tion and substantial change. In the seminar different practices in the attending count-
ries were discussed and possible solutions to the problems were suggested and at last
good practices for different situations were agreed on. The chairman of the seminar
was Mr Mikael Hildén, Division Manager, Environmental Policy Instruments Divisi-
on, Finnish Environment Institute. The seminar agenda and the list of participants
are presented in Annexes II and III of this report. The seminar report has been sent
out to the representatives of the attending countries for comments in January 2000
and their comments have been incorporated into the seminar report and in the final
report. The first goal of this comparative report is to provide a summary of the vario-
us answers and to address differences and similarities in practice. The other goal is to
give practical recommendations to IMPEL regarding voluntary guidelines on how to
supervise and control changes in industrial operations that may affect the environ-
ment.
The project team consisted of the project manager, Ms Marianne Lindström, Se-
nior Planner, Finnish Environment Institute, and seven project experts: Mr Mika Sep-
pälä and Mr Jukka Nurmio, Legal Advisers, Ministry of the Environment of Finland,
Ms Elise Sahivirta and Ms Jaana Pennanen, researchers at the Finnish Environment
Institute, Mr Jouko Tuomainen, Senior Researcher, Finnish Environment Institute, Mr
Rafael Bärlund, student of political science working at the Finnish Environment Insti-
tute, and Ms Emelie Enckell, Chief of the Environmental Protection Division, the
Uusimaa Regional Environment Centre.
This report was drafted by Marianne Lindström, Elise Sahivirta and Jaana Pen-
nanen. Ms Lindström is head of the Unit for Effectiveness of Legislation under the
Policy Instruments Division at the Finnish Environment Institute. Ms Elise Sahivirta
is a legal researcher and Ms Jaana Pennanen is environmental researcher in the same
unit. The first draft of this report was sent out for comments in June 2000 to all Mem-
ber States and to the representatives participating in the seminar. All comments recei-
ved have been incorporated. We are grateful to all those who contributed to this re-
port by answering the questionnaire, taking part in the seminar and by providing us
with comments on the draft report.
This study is set up as follows: first the introduction, then the legal background,
the authorities, change in operation and substantial change, right to be heard and
right to participate, application for a permit, permanence of a permit and supervisi-
on. The last chapter gives some concluding remarks, key difficulties, suggestions for
good practice and proposals for further work. The annexes contain the evaluation of
the answers to the questionnaire, the seminar agenda and the participants.
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Legal background
2.1 General issues
This chapter deals with the implementation of the Council Directive 96/61/EC (the
IPPC directive) of 24th September 1996 concerning integrated pollution prevention
and control in the Member States and the relations between the IPPC directive and
other regulations. The IPPC directive entered into force on 30 October 1999. Many,
but not all, of the Member States brought their laws, regulations and administrative
rules in line with the provisions before this time limit.
The section ”legal background” of the questionnaire aimed to find out if national
legislation of the Member States needed revision to meet the provisions of the direc-
tive. Special attention was given to how the IPPC directive (Art. 12) was implemented
in the Member States.
Article 12 of the IPPC directive:
”Changes by operators to installations
1) Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that the operator in-
forms the competent authorities of any changes planned in the operation of the instal-
lation as referred to in Article 2 (10) (a). Where appropriate, the competent authori-
ties shall update the permit or the conditions.
2) Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that no substantial
change in the operation of the installation within the meaning of Article 2 (10) (b)
planned by the operator is made without a permit issued in accordance with this Di-
rective. The application for a permit and the decision by the competent authority must
cover those parts of the installation and those aspects listed in Article 6 that may be
affected by the change. The relevant provisions of Articles 3 and 6 to 10 and Article 15
(1), (2) and (4) shall apply mutatis mutandis.”
2.2 Implementation of the IPPC directive
2.2.1 Implementation of the IPPC directive in the legislation of
the Member States
In the questionnaire it was asked “Does the IPPC directive require special changes in your
national legislation?” (Table 1). The aim of the question was to find out how much and
in which specific ways the IPPC directive has affected the national legislation of each
Member State.
The directive has required some changes in the legislation of all the Member
States that answered the questionnaire. The measures varied from small amendments
to totally new laws. Many of the Member States brought their laws, regulations and
administrative rules in line with the provisions before the due date of the IPPC direc-
tive. In fact, the directive was, in many cases, taken into account long before the direc-
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tive itself came into force (e.g. in Ireland). Of the newest Member States (Austria,
Sweden and Finland) the effects were most extensive in Finland, where a totally new
law, the Environmental Protection Act, was enacted and alterations in over 20 laws
were made. With this renewal of the environmental laws, not only the IPPC directive
was implemented, but also all the environmental laws concerning polluting activities
were collected together under a single comprehensive law.
The changes in legislation the Member States had to make in order to implement
the directive concerned various topics, as follows:
• In Austria reconsideration and updating of permit conditions (Art. 13), emission
limit values and energy efficiency.
• In Denmark public hearings and revaluation.
• In Finland transition from a sector-oriented approach to an integrated approa-
ch, emphasised energy efficiency and a more holistic view on environmental is-
sues, for example.
• In Portugal transition from a sector-oriented approach of the permit conditions
(waste water) to an integrated approach.
• In Spain co-ordination between different authorities, and
• In the Netherlands a non-technical summary is now required to be added to the
applications.
In general, the implementation of the IPPC directive has resulted in numerous chan-
ges and alterations in the national legislation of most Member States, rather than new
pollution prevention legislation being created. A factor that stands out is energy effi-
ciency, which is widely emphasised in many Member States.
2.2.2 Implementation of Article 12 of the IPPC directive in the
Member States
“How has the IPPC directive been implemented/will be implemented in the Member States,
especially Article 12?” (Table 2). The aim was to clarify the previous question and espe-
cially to find out how Article 12 of the IPPC directive concerning changes by operators
to installations is implemented in each Member State.
The contents of Article 12 were not new in the legislation of the Member States
before the directive. For example, in Sweden and France, Article 12 was already cove-
red by the national legislation, in the United Kingdom the directive and Article 12
have been largely introduced by secondary legislation and in Ireland the Environ-
mental Protection Act transposed Article 12 into Irish law long before the directive
came into force. Article 12 and the IPPC directive resulted in some, mostly minor,
changes.  The way in which Article 12 is transposed into legislation varies from a word-
by-word adaptation to adapting the reason of the article (ratio legis).
2.2.3 Supervisory authority of the changes
”How is the supervision of the above mentioned regulation arranged?” (Table 3). This third
question aims to find out, for example, if the same authority could act both as a permit
granting authority and as a supervising authority.  The results of the questionnaire
give the impression that in all Member States that answered the questionnaire the
competent authority is the same as the supervisory authority. The results were un-
clear; thus, the question was discussed further in the seminar and the answers were
specified. The question and its problems are handled in detail in section 3.2.3.
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2.2.4 The scope of national laws
Annex I of the IPPC directive lists categories of industrial operations that are within
the scope of the directive. The list concerns mostly large industry such as energy in-
dustries, production and processing of metals and the chemical industry. The next
question was if the Member States have the same scope to their legislation as the
directive or is the scope wider. “Are these regulations applied to other plants than those
that have been listed in Annex I of the IPPC directive?” (Table 4).
The IPPC directive is a directive whose purpose and scope is to achieve integra-
ted prevention and control of pollution arising from the activities listed in Annex I.
Its legal background, especially Article 130 s (1) of the Treaty, gives Member States the
possibility to widen the scope of the directive, for example, to small operations and to
create national solutions in its application.
The scope of the directive varies in the different Member States. Some Member
States directly apply Annex I of the IPPC directive. From the Member States that ans-
wered the questionnaire, Austria, Portugal and Spain are using the same scope as the
directive. Other Member States (e.g. Denmark, Finland, France and Sweden) apply
the directive also to smaller industry. In Italy the scope is in connection with the EIA
and SEVESO directives. The Netherlands replied that there is no legal distinction in
Dutch law between an IPPC installation and an other installation that needs a permit.
In the majority of the Member States the scope of application is wider than in
Annex I, only two Member States from a total of 12 applied Annex I as such. The size
of the plants affected varied from small enterprises to large industry. To give a perspec-
tive of the scope in different Member States, for example, the French regulations con-
cern 63 000 plants, of which only about 15 000 fall under the IPPC directive. In Sweden
out of approximately 17 000 plants, only about 800 fall under the directive.
In close connection with the question of scope is the question of an installation
and its definition. The issue was discussed in the seminar, but not asked in the questi-
onnaire. All of the Member States considered the definition difficult. There is no ge-
neral rule on how to define an installation.  The most relevant factor seems to be a
technical and operational connection on the same site. In Austria it is the entity and
partly the ownership of the installation that decide the scope. In the Netherlands the
interpretation is basically the same, but for ownership to be relevant there has to be a
real possibility to affect the decision-making of another company. Often this is the
case. While considering the definition of an installation, a technical connection was
considered to be relevant in each Member State attending the seminar. The issue of
technical connection is decided on a case-by-case basis. The United Kingdom pointed
out that although the definition of an existing installation is clear in the directive,
Article 12 (2) requires a permit for a substantial change to be in place prior to the
change coming into effect. This appears to apply even if it is an existing installation
and the change comes into effect prior to 30th October 1999.
2.3 Other regulations concerning change in operation
2.3.1 Supervision systems in permit systems required by other
directives
“Have the supervision systems, which correspond to the IPPC directive, been used in the
permit systems required by other directives?” (Table 5). The aim of the question was to
find out if the Member States have supervision systems required by other directives
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that are similar to the system required by the IPPC directive. If the Member States
have other supervision systems the aim was to find how they differ from the system
required by the IPPC directive.
Three of the Member States (Austria, Finland and Spain) replied that there are
no corresponding supervision systems. In most of the answering Member States the-
re were several corresponding supervision systems required by other directives. In
Italy the supervision system is based on the decision that all existing plants will be
covered by the IPPC directive. Substantial changes and new installations will apply to
EIA competent authority and, if necessary to the EIA procedure. In the Netherlands
the installations that do not fall under the IPPC directive and need a permit in accor-
dance with another EC directive, fall under the same regulations of the Dutch Environ-
mental Management Act and/or the Pollution of Surface Waters Act. In Portugal simi-
lar supervision systems are required according to the directives related to, among
others, wastewater, air emissions, waste and noise.
From the answers given one could conclude that industrial operations in most of
the Member States need more than one permit to operate and that most Member
States have other supervision systems corresponding to the IPPC directive. Only
Sweden answered that their new integrated permit system, according to the Environ-
ment Code, covers most of the relevant environmental directives.
2.3.2 The concepts of change in operation and substantial change
in other permit systems
“Have the concepts of change in operation and substantial change which correspond to the
IPPC directive been used in the permit systems required by other directives?” (Table 6). The
aim of the question was to clarify if the Member States have other environmental
permit systems based on other directives in which the same kind of concepts “change
in operation” and “substantial change” are used.
Six Member States (Austria, Ireland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the United
Kingdom) did not have a similar concept in use in other permit systems required by
other directives and six Member States (Denmark, Finland, France, Greece, Italy and
the Netherlands) did. The Finnish system changed from 1 March 2000 and the integ-
rated pollution permit system covers most of the relevant directives. Sweden has an
integrated permit system, which covers most of the relevant directives.
In the United Kingdom, one of the problematic parts of the IPPC directive and
its concepts was considered to be the splitting of changes into two categories, sub-
stantial ones and others. In the United Kingdom changes had to be split into three
categories to take into account that some changes in operation need a change in per-
mit conditions, whereas, others would not. The United Kingdom has the following
categories
1) Notification of a change that does not have a significant negative effect on the
environment and does not require any changes in the permit conditions.
2) A change that does not have significant negative effects on the environment, but
requires a change in one or more conditions of the permit.
3) A change that meets the definition of substantial change as given in the directi-
ve.
In general, in a small majority of the Member States who replied to the questionnaire
(seven out of twelve) there are similar concepts of “change” and “substantial change”
in other permit systems required by other directives.
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2.3.3 Other national environmental permit systems
In many Member States, for industrial operations to be allowed to function, several
environmental permits are required. The IPPC directive requires an integrated ap-
proach to environmental issues, not necessarily a one permit system as long as the
permits and permit procedures are fully co-ordinated.
The question “Are there other national environmental permit systems in your country
that apply to industrial operations which are not based directly on the directives?” (Table 7)
aims to clarify if the Member States have other environmental permit systems not
based on directives that affect industrial operations.
The Finnish integrated system came into force on 1 March 2000 (which imple-
mented the IPPC directive) and after that all permits concerning pollution are integ-
rated. There are also other permit systems covering industrial operations, among ot-
hers, construction permits and permits concerning water construction and permits
under the Chemicals Act. Of these permits, the permit required by the Chemicals Act
is based on the Seveso directive. The environmental authorities do not give permits
for construction.
Nine Member States also regulate their industrial operations through other per-
mit systems than those based on directives. In Greece there is a effluent discharge
permit, a waste disposal permit and a toxic waste disposal permit. In the Netherlands
a considerable number of installations that need permits are not covered by EC direc-
tives. On the other hand, IPPC installations may need, in addition to the environmen-
tal permit, other permits such as a construction permit. In Italy permits for emissions
to air, discharges to water and for waste management were not based on the IPPC
directive at the time the questionnaire was answered.
Portugal, Sweden and the United Kingdom answered that they have no other
permit systems than the ones based on the directives. Sweden has an integrated per-
mit system, which covers most of the relevant directives. In general, it can be said that
in most of the Member States polluting industrial operations are controlled also by
other environmental permit systems than those based on directives. A purely integ-
rated permit system is a rarity.
2.4 Summary of the answers and the discussion in the
seminar concerning “legal background”
This section tried to clarify what kind of legal instruments the Member States have in
environmental permitting and what are the impacts of the IPPC directive on the le-
gislation concerning polluting industrial operations.
In general, every Member State attending the seminar has had to change its le-
gislation because of the IPPC directive. The implementation situation of the directive
varied at the moment the answers were given. Also the influence of the IPPC directi-
ve seems to vary. In some countries the influence was very clear and in some not so
extensive. This is affected by the fact that the time used by the different Member Sta-
tes to implement the IPPC directive directly or indirectly into their legislation sho-
wed a variation of nearly 10 years (according to the answers from 1992 to spring 2000).
In most of the Member States polluting operations cannot be regulated only by
methods based on the IPPC directive, also other permits are being required, for examp-
le, construction permits and other permits based on national demands. The majority
of the Member States do not have a comprehensive permit system, even if the IPPC
directive is fully implemented.
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According to the answers the changes in operation concerned, for example, ener-
gy efficiency, the co-ordination of different authorities, public hearings and other
details. One of the most frequently mentioned factors was energy efficiency.
In the seminar many of the Member States discussed the question whether a
permit authority can also be a supervising authority. The difficulty in having the same
authority as a permit and a supervising authority was widely agreed upon. The lack
of manpower in supervision was a problem acknowledged in every Member State. As
a minimum criteria for good administration, it was suggested that at least the persons
in the authorities dealing with both questions should not be the same. Special attenti-
on must be paid to maintaining objectivity, but there are no obstacles to consultation
and co-operation between the authorities.
The permit defines the installation (capacity, etc.) on a case-by-case basis. There
is no general rule on how to define an installation, and the definition of an installati-
on was considered as difficult in each Member State attending the seminar. The most
relevant factor in defining an installation seems to be a technical and operational con-
nection on the same site. In consideration there are always two aspects, legal aspects
(ownership, joint liability, etc.) and the technical and operational one. Basically, the
permit defines the installation. It is important to take these aspects into consideration
on the same site. The seminar suggested as good practice the evaluation of the whole
entity when defining an installation.
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The Authorities
3.1 General issues
The third topic deals with the competent authorities that grant, change and super-
vise the environmental permits.  Article 7 of the IPPC directive states, that
Integrated approach to issuing permits
”Member States shall take the measures necessary to ensure that the conditions of,
and procedure for the grant of, the permit are fully coordinated where more than one
competent authority is involved, in order to guarantee an effective integrated approa-
ch by all authorities competent for this procedure.”
3.2 Competent authorities in cases of change in
operations
3.2.1 Competent authorities in permitting
The IPPC directive does not stipulate how many permit granting authorities a Mem-
ber State has to have, but it stipulates that the permit has to be fully co-ordinated in
cases of several permit granting authorities. According to the preamble of the directi-
ve the full co-ordination of the authorisation procedure and conditions between com-
petent authorities makes it possible to achieve the highest practicable level of protec-
tion for the environment as a whole. In Article 2 of the directive the concept of a
”competent authority” is defined
”Competent authority shall mean the authority or authorities or bodies responsible
under the legal provisions of the Member States for carrying out the obligations ari-
sing from this Directive.”
The first question in this section was “How many competent authorities are responsible for
granting the permits in cases of change in operations in your country?“ (Table 8). The aim of
this question was to find out whether the Member States have chosen the alternative
of a single body to handle a case of change in operation and substantial change or if
there are several authorities whose work is co-ordinated in permitting.
The IPPC directive does not require one single authority in permitting. The Mem-
ber States have the opportunity to organise the question of competent authorities
according to national interests as long as the co-ordination between different autho-
rities is fully organised.
Most of the Member States (e.g. Finland, France and Sweden) have a system of
one competent authority that is responsible for a permit and its changes in a single
case. The number and status of possible authorities in each Member State vary, de-
pending on the national legislative and administrative systems. In Finland there is
only one authority responsible for granting or changing a certain permit. The autho-
rity responsible in each case depends on whether the installation is of great or small
environmental importance. In Finland there are, in general, two national level permit
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authorities besides municipal level authorities. The difficulty in having several com-
petent authorities in the country lies in integrated implementation of the legislation.
There have been differences in interpretations of the legislation between different
level authorities as well as differences in geographical level. The new environmental
protection act in Finland did not solve this problem.
There are also Member States (e.g. the Netherlands, Greece and Spain) that have
a system of several competent authorities and one co-ordinating authority in envi-
ronmental permitting. The Netherlands and Spain have different authorities (Water
Boards and National Water Body) in overseeing water decisions. This was also the
case in Finland before 1 March 2000.
In Portugal the environmental permit is integrated into a comprehensive permit
for an installation that also includes for example, other aspects such as worker safety
and electricity. The co-ordinating authority for this comprehensive permit is the re-
gional authority for industry.
In general, most Member States have only one competent authority for a single
case, but several authorities that are competent in dealing with the same kind of per-
mit issues in the country. The competence between these authorities is mostly divi-
ded on the basis of size and effects of the installation (jurisdiction over the subject
matter) and of the geographical location (geographical jurisdiction).  In the seminar
discussions, co-ordination and negotiations between these different permit granting
authorities were seen as necessary and important in order to take an integrated ap-
proach and to agree on interpretations in different parts of the country.
3.2.2 Competent authorities in reconsidering and updating a
permit
The IPPC directive does not stipulate which authorities are competent to reconsider
or update a permit in cases of change in operation and in cases of substantial change.
The aim of the question “Which authorities are competent to reconsider or update a permit
in cases of change in operation?” (Table 9) was to clarify the authorities competent in
updating and considering the permit in the different Member States. In addition, the
question aims to find out if the competent authorities in these cases are the same as
the permit authorities.
Many of the Member States (e.g. Austria, Finland, Portugal and the United King-
dom) answered that in these cases the competent authority is the one originally res-
ponsible for the permitting. There seem to be no problems in this respect. A permit
granting authority is a natural choice, because of the knowledge it has of the issue.
The number of competent authorities is large and varies a lot in the different
Member States. It is also a fact that regional differences exist in all Member States.
This might cause regional differences in interpretations, but is not necessarily a prob-
lem, because the cases can also vary. In some Member Sates the permitting administra-
tion is centralised and in some decentralised. There is not one single and simple ans-
wer as to what is best. They both have advantages and disadvantages. Many countries
try actively to minimise the possible problems. Austria holds informal forums for
exchange of experience and 1-3 meetings per year. In France, the Ministry provides
guidelines and standards for regional authorities.
3.2.3 Competent authorities in supervising
This question tries to clarify “Which authorities are competent to monitor and control the
changed circumstances?” (Table 10) and if the permit authority can also be a supervisory
authority. If this would be the case, do the Member States consider this as problematic.
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To the question “Can a permit authority also be a supervisory authority?” all the
Member States answered yes in the questionnaire. In the seminar the working
groups discussed the matter widely and the answers were specified. In many of the
Member States the permit authority can, at the present, be a supervisory authority,
but not in every case. In Sweden the environmental court cannot be a supervising
authority. The county administrative board can be both a permit and a supervisory
authority (however never the same unit).  In Finland the Environmental Permit
Authority has no supervising duties, according to the law. However, the other per-
mit granting authorities, regional environment centres and municipal environmen-
tal authorities, can act as supervising authorities.
In Portugal permitting and supervision have no connection and industry is not
in favour of  local authorities issuing permits. In the Netherlands and Portugal there
are different persons for permitting and supervising. In these countries permitting
and supervising authorities hold discussions about the current permitting cases. In
Austria the situation varies. In Denmark,  Finland, France and the United Kingdom
usually the same person is both the permitting and supervising authority, a fact that
depends on the expertise and resources of the authorities.
All Member States attending the seminar were suffering from a lack of manpo-
wer in supervision. This could become problematic if the same person represents both
a supervisory and a permit authority.
In general, the conclusion from both the questionnaire and the seminar was that
it is not good practice if the same person carries out permitting and supervision tasks,
although this is the case in several Member States today.
3.2.4 Co-operation between competent authorities
The question ”How is the co-operation between the competent authorities secured?”  (Table
11) aims to find out how the co-operation between the different authorities is secu-
red. The question concerns co-ordination between the permit granting authorities
required under the IPPC directive and co-operation between authorities responsible
for permitting and supervising.
According to the answers given in the questionnaire, the majority of the Mem-
ber States have adopted the one permit authority system. In Member States with a co-
ordinated system (e.g. Greece, the Netherlands and Spain) the full co-ordination is
arranged through legislation. In Greece the environmental conditions permit is a pre-
requisite for the operation permit. In Spain the co-ordination between different le-
vels of competent authorities is ensured by legal procedures. In the Netherlands the
legislation (the Environmental Protection Act and the Pollution of Surface Waters Act)
aims at procedural co-ordination as well as coherence between the contents of both
permits. In practice this co-ordination is achieved by sending the applications for both
permits simultaneously to both permitting authorities, who consult with each other.
The procedure is the same in cases of change in operation.
The methods of ensuring co-operation between the different authorities vary in
different Member States. In Finland authorities are active in seminars, in issuing sta-
tements and in using the right to appeal. The national level authorities (regional envi-
ronment centres) are obligated to give guidance to the local level authorities (munici-
pal environmental authorities). Sweden answered that the co-operation is not seen as
relevant.
In general, the methods vary but the issue of co-ordination is considered to be
important. In the discussions at the seminar the open co-operation between different
authorities was seen as both necessary and useful. There was also a need for interna-
tional co-operation and discussions between the different Member States about the
interpretation of the directive.
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3.3 Summary of the answers and the discussion in the
seminar concerning “the authorities”
In some countries the permitting administration is centralised and in other countries
decentralised. To centralise or decentralise is a question to which there is no single
correct answer, as both have advantages and disadvantages. Guidance and networks
are particularly important in a decentralised permitting and inspection system.
In the seminar the issue of regional differences was widely discussed. It was
recognised that regional differences exist in all Member States. In this respect guidan-
ce on interpretation of the legislation was considered as necessary. Especially if legal
decisions are made on a case-by-case basis, the interpretations may vary too much and
the reliability and predictability of the authorities’ decisions may suffer. The need for
more equity was recognised in all opinions given at the seminar. Additionally, exchange
of information, as in the IMPEL network, between authorities on a national and inter-
national level was recognised to be useful, because each country’s experiences bene-
fits all parties. In general, guidance and networks are needed to minimise regional
differences.
The same person should not be responsible for issuing permits and for supervi-
sion although this is the case in several Member States today. This is also unsatisfacto-
ry from an environmental protection point of view and does not help in creating ob-
jectivity. A sufficient personnel for supervision and permitting is a necessity for good
practice. If the permit authority is also the supervising authority, the persons charged
with the responsibilities should not be the same, and special attention has to be paid
to the tasks so that objectivity is maintained. Networks between the authorities though
were generally considered to be very useful, especially in order to minimise regional
differences.
Information about the interpretations of the directive in other Member States
was also seen as useful.
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Change in operation
4.1 General issues
This topic deals with the definition and assessment of a change in operation and
the inspection procedure in these circumstances. In accordance with Article 2 (10)(a)
”Change in operation shall mean a change in the nature or functioning, or an exten-
sion, of the installation which may have consequences for the environment.”
Furthermore in accordance with Article 12 (1)
“Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that the operator in-
forms the competent authorities of any changes planned in the operation of the instal-
lation as referred in Article 2 (10)(a). Where appropriate, the competent authorities
shall update the permit or the conditions.”
4.2 Definition and assessment of a change in operation
4.2.1Definition of a change in operation
“How is change in operation defined in your legislation?” (Table 12). The aim of this questi-
on was to find out if Member States have specially defined a “change in operation” in
their national legislation and also to show how many differences or similarities there
are between the countries. The question clarifies if the definition of a change in opera-
tion corresponds directly to the definition of Article 2 (10)(a), or if there are national
definitions that differ from it. The issue is important because the IPPC directive obli-
ges the operator to inform the competent authorities of any change in operation of
the installation.
The answers point out that some of the Member States use exactly the same de-
finition as in the IPPC directive, while in two-thirds of the Member States there are
some minor differences as to the meaning of the concept. In Italy, Portugal and the
United Kingdom the definition seems to be exactly the same as in Article 2 (10)(a). In
the United Kingdom some changes of operation need a change in permit conditions
whereas others would not. Furthermore, Austria is planning to use the same definiti-
on as the IPPC directive.
In the Netherlands the concept as such is not defined. In the new Dutch legisla-
tion three kinds of changes of operation are distinguished. In Denmark a change in
operation is not defined as such, but a change that results in increased pollution re-
quires an approval by the authorities. In Spain the definition corresponds to Article 2
(10)(a), but also effects on safety and human health have been taken into considerati-
on. In the Finnish legislation there is no explicit definition.
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In general, some Member States have adopted the definition of a change in
operation straight from the IPPC directive. Others have slightly modified the con-
cept of the IPPC directive according to national requirements. Some Member States
have not defined the concept of a change in operation at all according to the IPPC
directive. No one of these approaches is more used than the others.
4.2.2 Changes in operation that need notification
“What kind of changes in operation must the operator notify to the authority in the way that
Article 12 requires?” The aim of this question was to clarify how the limit of a change in
operation has been defined in Member States. The question is important because the
IPPC directive requires that the competent authority have to be informed of any chan-
ges planned in the operation. The questions are “what kind of change crosses the
threshold of notification” and “can discretionary decision be made when the authori-
ty assesses the need of notification”. Also of interest is “what kind of change can cross
the threshold itself” and “could the interaction between two or more changes necessi-
tate notification”.
The questionnaire gave nine alternatives of changes in operation: change in pro-
cess, change in capacity, change in volume of production, increase or decrease in emis-
sions, change in raw materials/chemicals used, increase in accident risk, increased sto-
rage of dangerous materials, expansion of installation and other changes. The Mem-
ber States were asked if the operator must notify the authority of these changes.
The results of the questionnaire show that almost all of the Member States make
the decision on a case-by-case basis. The authorities make a discretionary decision
when they assess the need of a permit and there is no threshold value that authorities
have to follow (Austria, Denmark, Greece, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom). In these Member States most of the chan-
ges mentioned may require notification and in Austria, even changes that do not inc-
rease emission. In Sweden authorities have to be notified of all changes in operation.
In the Netherlands no distinction is made between substantial and non-substan-
tial changes. In the new Dutch legislation, which enters into force on 1 October 2000,
changes in operations that are not fully in accordance with the permit may lead to eit-
her a notification or an amendment of the permit. If emission limits in the permit are
exceeded an application for amendment of the permit is needed. If not, a prior written
notification may - if some other criteria are met - be sufficient. One of these criteria is
that the change is made according to BAT. When this is not the case, the permitting
authority may not to accept  a notification. In the answers of the Member States it was
hard to identify those changes which when taken together need notification. In many
countries each change can be considered individually and can be important in itself.
In Denmark there is no notification system because most changes in operation
need a permit. In France, in most cases, the authorities make a discretionary decision
when they assess the need for notification. Notification of changes in data given in
the register is mandatory (change in capacity, increase or decrease in emissions and
increased storage of dangerous materials).
In Greece authorities also need to be notified of complaints about serious pollu-
tion problems. In Ireland a change in emission or type of emission currently triggers
a review. The Netherlands pointed out that an increase or a decrease in emissions or
an increase in accident risk are only indications of changes in operation but are not as
such cause for notification.  In Spain there are threshold values for the industrial acti-
vities mentioned in Annex I of the IPPC directive and the change in the volume of
production does not need a notification. In Sweden most of these changes require a
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notification or a new permit provided that the change is not covered by the scope
of the existing permit. In the United Kingdom authorities need to be notified of any
change that may have consequences for the environment.
In Finland the practice is that the competent authority is notified of a change
of 10 to 20 percent in capacity (depending on the activity). A discretionary decision
depends on quality and quantity. Other changes, for example, in wastes or produc-
tion breaks also require notification in Finland. The notification procedure varies
with the industrial activity. Rather small changes in waste treatment plants and
VOC plants may trigger a notification procedure more easily than changes in po-
wer plants and asphalt plants, because of the increased risks to health and the
environment.
4.3 Procedure in cases of change in operation
4.3.1 Operators’ obligations to inform the authorities
The aim of the question ”What measures are required from the operator in order to inform
the authority of a change in operation?” (Table 13) was to clarify how Member States have
ensured that the competent authority will be informed of changes planned in the
operation. Of interest is also what kind of information the authority requires.
In most of the Member States the practice is that the operator reports to the
competent authority by notification (Table 12). In some of the Member States a notifi-
cation is sufficient if the change is minor but a major change may require a permit
application. Usually the notification should contain some kind of justification for the
change and an evaluation of the expected consequences (e.g. Finland, the Netherlands,
Portugal and Sweden). In Ireland and in the Netherlands the information should be
similar to the requirements for a permit application.
The responses of Finland, Sweden and the United Kingdom showed that either
the competent authority shall be notified or a permit application shall be required. In
Sweden a notification is sufficient if the change is minor and no detriment of significan-
ce to human health or the environment is foreseen. In other cases a permit application is
required (see Table 13). In the United Kingdom a permit application is required if a
change in permit conditions is needed. Otherwise only a notification is required.
In Denmark the procedure is tighter than in other Member States. In Denmark it
is illegal to start a new activity without a permit and to make changes that increase
pollution. As a result, no notification is required.
The practice in most Member States is that the operator should report to the
competent authority by notification. In some of the Member States a notification is
sufficient if the change is minor but a major change may require a permit application.
Apart from that there are Member States where a notification is required, but it should
contain the same documents as a permit application in these cases. Even tighter pro-
cedures exist (a permit is always required), but they are exceptions. Usually the noti-
fication should contain some kind of justification of the change and an evaluation of
the expected consequences.
4.3.2 Authorities’ control of a change in operation
The aim of the question ”What measures are required from the authority to control a
change in operation” (Table 14 and Figure 1) was to find out the inspection practices
of authorities in cases of change in operation. The answers gave the impression
that the practices differ somewhat in different Member States but not remarkably.
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Checking a permit, changing the permit conditions, inspecting a plant and
informing the operator that a new permit is needed are widely used measures in
the Member States when the authority controls a change in operation. In different
Member States different combinations of these measures are being used. In some
of the countries these measures are not required, but the competent authority can
take these actions if necessary.
Some Member States also have other measures in use. In Austria the notification
has to be confirmed in writing by the authority. In Finland the authorities negotiate
with the operator if further information and investigations are needed. In the Net-
herlands in any “normal” case, the authority gives a public notice of the notification.
In Sweden the issuing of recommendations or orders to take precautionary measures
are used as well.
4.3.3 Change before the authority’s approval
”Can the operator begin the change before these measures have been completed?”
(Table 15). Almost all the Member States answered “no” to this question. In Austria
and in the Netherlands the authority has to respond to a notification within a time
limit. According to a new Dutch law the time limit is six weeks. In Spain, considerati-
on is on a case-by-case basis.
Exceptions were provided by Finland, the United Kingdom and Sweden. In Fin-
land a change cannot be made if the authorities have not approved it. However, in
practice there are situations where the operator fails to notify authorities of a change,
because the operator is not always aware that notification is needed. Therefore the
notification is often demanded when the change already has been made. The United
Kingdom pointed out that the operator can start building a change, but cannot start to
operate until the authorities have approved it. It would be at the operator’s own risk.
Figure 1: What measures are required from the authority to control the change in operation?
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In Sweden and in Portugal the practice in this case differs from that in other Mem-
ber States. In Sweden the operator is allowed to operate before the authorities have
checked the permit and issued recommendations or orders to take precautionary
measures if the change only requires a notification. The operator could start the
operation in this situation at his own risk.
4.4 Summary of the answers and discussion in the
seminar concerning “the change in operation”
In addition to what has been said before, the answers to the questionnaire could be
summarised as follows. In general, it is difficult to define a change in operation in
practice no matter how precisely it is expressed in the legislation. It is even difficult to
estimate when a change in operation can be said to occur or when a change is so signi-
ficant that it can be called a substantial change. A case-by-case assessment should al-
ways be done.
The seminar participants also discussed how, little by little, several minor chan-
ges requiring notification can create a situation where the original permit has been
completely altered and, effectively, several minor changes have led to a substantial
change. Such a change would have been recognised as substantial and would have
needed to go through the permit process. This is quite a problematic part of the noti-
fication procedure. Some Member States have solved this problem by creating an en-
vironmental reporting system, where once a year the situation is checked as a whole.
Almost all the Member States demand at least a notification in cases of a change
in operation, and eventually this notification can become part of the permit. Therefo-
re, a notification process is a formal and binding process in most of the countries.
Under the Netherlands’ new law, changes with adverse effects that are fully in accor-
dance with the permit can be implemented without any procedure. Instead, a notifi-
cation procedure is applicable when a change not only has adverse effects but also
violates some permit requirements.
Some examples of less obvious changes in operation that require notification
were pointed out in the seminar: waste water treatment plant, increase in risk, chan-
ging of chemicals, changing of fuels and change in self-monitoring. New permit con-
ditions may also be justified when harmful discharges or emissions are reduced. Aut-
horities should also be notified of an increase in energy consumption, because this is
usually connected with, for example, a change in capacity or process.
If the change in operation concerns a new raw material it is very likely that alte-
rations to the permit will be required. A notification is sufficient only if the change is
minor and no detriment of significance to human health or the environment will ari-
se (Sweden).
The practice in the Member States also varies between small and large opera-
tions. Small operators may not always be aware of their obligation to inform the aut-
horities about changes. In these cases a good practice for the authority would be to
start with a gentle approach (advice), after which harder measures could follow (e.g.
admonition).
In practice there is no general rule on how to handle changes in less obvious
cases. Decisions are  generally made on a case-by-case basis in all Member States.
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Substantial change
5.1 General issues
The various questions under topic five relate to the definition and appraisal of a
substantial change in operation, the procedure in these cases and the reconsiderati-
on of permit conditions. In accordance with Article 2 (10)(b),
“Substantial change shall mean a change in operation which, in the opinion of the
competent authority, may have significant negative effects on human beings or the
environment.”
Furthermore in accordance with Article 12 (2)
“Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that no substantial chan-
ge in the operation of the installation within the meaning of Article 2 (10)(b) planned
by the operator is made without a permit issued in accordance with this Directive.”
5.2 Definition of substantial change
5.2.1 The concept of substantial change
”How is substantial change defined in the legislation in your country?“ (Table 16). The aim of
the question was to find out whether the Member States have defined “substantial chan-
ge” in their legislation or whether in practice they take a case-by-case approach and
have some other methods to define “substantial change”. Also of interest was whether
any guidelines were given to the authorities to define the concept.
According to the answers in the questionnaire and the discussions in the seminar
working groups, the question of defining substantial change gives rise to contradic-
tions. It seems that there are definitions, but not explicit ones.
It was stated in the seminar that there is no exact definition of substantial change
in use in the Member States. Conclusions from the questionnaire were that some Mem-
ber States (e.g. Italy, Portugal and the United Kingdom) have a definition, but perhaps
not an exact one. Italy and the United Kingdom define substantial change according to
the IPPC directive. The definition in the Portuguese legislation is a change of the charac-
teristics of the operation or an expansion of the installation, which may have significant
negative effects on human beings or the environment namely by increasing emissions
or creating new sources of emissions.
In Denmark and in Sweden the concept does not seem to be of great importance.
In Sweden there is no need to define it because the requirements for a change in opera-
tion have a much broader scope and in Denmark the concept is important in deciding
whether a public hearing is needed or not. In the Netherlands there is no distinction
between substantial or non-substantial changes.
In Greece there is no explicit definition. In the United Kingdom ministry gives
guidance in defining substantial change, but, in the end, considerations are made case-
by-case, based on environmental effects. France, Italy and Spain are preparing instruc-
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tions to the authorities on how to assess substantial change. In Finland the new
Environmental Protection Act has a definition that corresponds to the definition of
Article 2 (10)(b) as well as covers partly the definition of a change in operation.
The definition of “environment” was discussed in the seminar and the concept
was generally noted as important while evaluating and defining substantial change.
Some of the participants pointed out that there are no distinct or clear rules in evalua-
ting substantial change and the concept of “the environment”. According to the opi-
nions of some participants in the seminar the evaluation should include also, among
other things, cultural heritage and landscapes. In France “conservation of sites and mo-
numents” is taken into consideration while evaluating a change. The working group
discussed the issue but did not agree on a general recommendation on the matter.
In the seminar the working groups also discussed, in connection with the question
of the definition of substantial change, matters concerning changes in processes, chan-
ges in capacity and changes in raw materials. Changes in raw materials were always
considered to be a substantial change, even if the environmental effects would decrease,
because the original permit could no longer be followed. Capacity and traffic were iden-
tified as very important factors in assessing whether there was substantial change.
Capacity: In the United Kingdom a change is considered as substantial if the ef-
fects on the environment are increased by more than 2% (the increase in capacity does
not matter). France also uses numerical methods. France has a 10% rule for emissions of
pollutants (but it can also be a capacity). Italy has recently implemented the IPPC direc-
tive and considers matter on a case-by-case basis. In Finland a 20% increase in capacity is
normally considered a substantial change although the practice may vary between dif-
ferent authorities (20% is not based on law but on practice). Portugal has a law-based
rule of 25% and in Portugal permits can have a fixed capacity.  All countries referred to
the plant capacity in the permit. Few, if any, countries fixed the capacity in the permit
conditions. In Finland, permit conditions for fish farms are in some cases fixed to capa-
city. In the United Kingdom the changes in the effects on the environment are evalua-
ted, capacity does not have any weight in the consideration. In France a decrease in
capacity can also be viewed as a substantial change.
Traffic: The working group also discussed whether questions about traffic ought
to be evaluated while considering substantial change. There was no general rule on this
and the interpretation varied in the different Member States. In the United Kingdom
traffic is not estimated in cases of substantial change (estimating traffic belongs to plan-
ning). In the Netherlands the traffic may be included in a IPPC permit. However, court
rulings are not quite clear yet about the scope of possible traffic requirements in the
permit. In France traffic is considered in the context with substantial change and the
authorities have the right to order the operator to choose, for example, a different route
to the site. Traffic can also be a reason to deny a permit. This is not based on the IPPC
directive, but on  national legislation.
In Finland the environmental authorities are generally against evaluating traffic
as a part of the permit, at least in  the case of public roads and routes not belonging to
the site. In evaluations made in accordance with the new legislation, which implements
the IPPC directive (since 1.3.2000), the question is not so clear yet. Many of the permit
authorities see a possibility of including the estimation of traffic in the concept of sub-
stantial change. There are no specific provisions for the matter in the legislation. Only
in practice will the interpretation become clearer.
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5.3 Assessment of substantial change
5.3.1 Assessing the concept of substantial change
”Has the interpretation of the EIA directive Article 3, concerning effects on human beings
and environment, been used when assessing the concept of substantial change?” (Table 17).
In other words, have the Member States used the definition of substantial change
in the EIA directive when defining substantial change in the implementation of the
IPPC directive. Also of interest was whether the Member States differed in their
interpretations of substantial change, as defined in the two directives.
 In the EIA directive Article 3 defines a substantial change
”The environmental impact assessment shall identify, describe and assess in an ap-
propriate manner, in the light of each individual case and in accordance with Articles
4 to 11, the direct and indirect effects of a project on the following factors:
– Human beings, fauna and flora;
– Soil, water, air, climate and the landscape;
– Material assets and the cultural heritage;
– The interaction between the factors mentioned in the first, second and third  in-
dents.”
In the questionnaire responses five of the Member States (France, Greece, Italy, Portugal
and Spain) stated that they have used the definition of substantial change in the EIA
directive when assessing the concept of substantial change in the IPPC directive. In
France and Italy there are no differences in the interpretations of the two directives.
(See also the discussion concerning different EU instruments in 5.2.1.). France pointed
out that, for example, conservation of monuments and sites is taken into consideration
when defining substantial change, which is not the case in many other Member States.
Portugal pointed out that the criteria of the EIA directive could be a useful tool in defi-
ning concept of substantial change under the IPPC directive. In cases that fall within the
scope of the two directives a screening phase can contribute to the efficiency of the
decision.
Of the Member States answering the questionnaire, Austria, Ireland, the Nether-
lands, Sweden and the United Kingdom have not used the definition in the EIA directi-
ve when defining substantial change under the IPPC directive. The United Kingdom
pointed out that the interpretation has not been transposed directly into the regula-
tions, but similar criteria are used by the Competent Authority.
Denmark did not answer the question. In Finland the EIA directive is applied only
in large operations and to large projects. Additionally, the scope of the IPPC directive is
wider in Finland and the threshold for the EIA directive is higher than for a permit.
5.3.2 Significant negative effects on human beings or the
environment
The IPPC directive defines substantial change as
“A change in operation which, in the opinion of the competent authority, may have
significant negative effects on human beings or the environment.”
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The question “What are, according to the opinion of the authorities, significant negative
effects on human beings or the environment (Article 2(10)(b))?” (Table 18) was aimed at
determining whether these negative effects have been specially defined in the Mem-
ber States, or are they considered case-by-case by the competent authority (Figure 2).
Of additional interest was, what these specific criteria would be, if there is some.
In the answers given in the questionnaire, Austria, France, Greece, Italy, the
Netherlands, Sweden and the United Kingdom use case-by-case assessment to de-
termine the significant negative effects on human beings or the environment. Five of
the Member States (Finland, Denmark, Ireland, Portugal and Spain) use definitions in
the assessment. Negative effects on the environment are not further specified in
Dutch law. According to the new Dutch legislation (from 1 October 2000) on changes
of operation, a change in operation that leads to negative effects may be imple-
mented without any procedure or may trigger a notification or an amendment of the
permit. This depends on the contents of the permit given to the installation. As a rule,
changes with considerable negative effects will also exceed the emission limits of the
permit and thus need an amendment of the permit. Changes with minor negative
effects, in some cases, will not be fully in accordance with the permit but probably
will not lead to a violation of the limits in the permit, and thus the authorities should
be notified of them. Changes with no or very small adverse effects normally will be
not in conflict with the permit at all and can be implemented without any procedure.
In the United Kingdom there are no specific criteria, but guidance on how to as-
sess significant negative effects is given in order to sustain and ensure consistency in
evaluation across the Agency. The problem and the risk of not having any guidance in a
case-by-case evaluation is the possible non-uniformity of decisions.
In the Member States that do have criteria in definitions, the criteria vary from
increased risk (evaluated by the authority) to exceeding of specific numerical values, for
example, air quality standards.
Portugal defines the “significant negative effects in human beings” as increase of
risk to human beings from raw materials and “significant negative effects on the envi-
ronment” as increase of emissions or new emissions. In Finland significant negative
effects on human beings are 1) increased risk of contamination of water (ground water
included), air and soil, and 2) pollution above national or WHO guidelines. Negative
Figure 2: Do you have specific criteria for assessing significant negative effects on human beings
or the environment?
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effects on the environment are the same as on humans, with the addition of increased
risk of eutrophication of waters and increase of emissions, wastes or noise, and damage
to nature and landscape or recreational values. In Spain the definition is the same in
both cases.
5.3.3 Instructions on how to assess substantial change
The evaluation of “significant negative effects on human beings or on the environment”
is in many cases difficult. The aim of the question “Do you provide instructions to authori-
ties on how to assess substantial change?” (Table 19) was to find out if Member States provi-
de any guidance or instructions to the authorities to help them assess the effects of
changes. It would also be of interest whether this guidance is formal or informal.
In the answers to the questionnaire, eight Member States (Austria, Denmark, Fin-
land, Greece, the Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden and the United Kingdom) said that
they do not have any instructions for the authorities and only three Member States
(France, Italy and Spain) provide the authorities with some guidance.
The United Kingdom replied that guidance is given to the authorities in order to
ensure consistency but no official instructions are provided. (See also question 5.3.2).
France replied that guidance is given case-by-case. Austria does not provide official
guidance but supports informal exchange of technical experience, for example, a con-
ference at least once a year.
Italy will issue guidance documents about the IPPC provisions and, if possible
indication will also be included to assess changes to industrial plants. The guides are
mainly intended for permitting procedure clarification and BAT definition. Spain is
preparing national guidelines for different industrial sectors (the only Member State
to do so).
In general, according to the questionnaire, guidance is seldom given and it varies
from case-by-case advice to a more or less detailed general guidelines.
In the general discussions of the seminar, guidance was considered to be very
important. Without any guidance, non-uniformity in permits and interpretations of
national and EU level legislation may become too great. This, in turn, may lead to
numerous appeals, slowing down permit processes and making permits costly. Varia-
tions in interpretations are also unsatisfactory from a legal point of view.
5.4 Inspection procedure in cases of substantial
change
5.4.1 Measures to ensure that no substantial change is made
without a permit
The IPPC directive Article 12 (2) stipulates that
“Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that no substantial chan-
ge in the operation of the installation within the meaning of Article 2(10)(b) planned
by the operator is made without a permit issued in accordance with this Directive.”
In practice this may be a difficult task and the operators are not always aware of their
duty to inform the authorities. The question “How are the necessary measures carried out
so that the operator does not begin to make any changes in the installation, in a case of substan-
tial change, without the permit required by the directive?” (Table 20) was asked to determi-
ne how different Member States ensure notification in advance.
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Most of the Member States that answered the questionnaire said that firstly a
substantial change is not allowed without a permit and that supervision of the matter
is handled with inspections. In addition there are sanctions in case of violations.
Some Member States (e.g. Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands and the United King-
dom) did not explain in their answers what are the consequences of violations. In
general the sanctions in the Member States were fines or administrative enforcement.
Finland pointed out that normally the operator is aware of the need for a notifi-
cation or a new permit. In practice, changes, also substantial ones, are sometimes made
without notification. This can happen because the operator is not always competent
to decide whether the authority should be notified of a change or not. This is, of cour-
se, not satisfactory and does not fulfil the meaning of the directive. It is a fact though:
violations of this sort happen and in practice the authorities have little means to su-
pervise this specific part of the directive. Finland also pointed out that in practice
many of the changes are checked and evaluated after the change in operation is alrea-
dy in place. The consequences are regulated on the legislative level (from imprison-
ment and fines to administrative enforcement) but in practice these methods are not
often used. One reason for this unsatisfactory situation is the lack of manpower in
supervision. All the Member States complained in the seminar that the lack of man-
power in supervision is a fact. The Member States also pointed out that even if the
main responsibility for being aware of the consequences of one’s actions lie on the
operator, it is, in many cases, too difficult for the operator to recognise the need for a
notification or application for a permit. The discussion between the authorities and
the operator is therefore important. The earlier the negotiations take place, the better.
5.4.2 Measures to supervise substantial changes
The aim of the question ”What measures must the authority take to supervise substantial
changes?” (Table 21, Figure 3) was to clarify and specify the previous question and to
find out what the mandatory measures are in supervising substantial changes.
There were four measures widely used in the Member States to supervise sub-
stantial changes: checking the permit, inspecting the site, changing or giving new per-
mit conditions and requiring a new permit.
In most Member States most of the measures given as alternatives in the questi-
onnaire were mandatory. The answers given did not clarify in which situations the
measures are or can be used or if there are any conditions in using them. An inspecti-
on on the site is not mandatory in Austria. In the United Kingdom any combination of
the alternatives given in the questionnaire can be used depending on the assessment
by the competent authority. This is, with the exception of the option of changing the
permit, also the case in the Netherlands. In Sweden the authorities may check the
permit, change the permit, give new permit conditions, or require a new permit. Italy
pointed out that the evaluation might include inspections.
In ten Member States checking the permit is mandatory, Italy is an exception
and in the United Kingdom it is not mandatory, yet possible. In Spain a new permit is
required only if necessary. Denmark, Finland, France, Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Sweden
and the United Kingdom always require a new permit, but Austria do not. In Austria
measures to supervise substantial changes are: inspection on site (not mandatory),
review of the permit, change the permit or give new permit conditions. Greece did
not reply to this part.
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5.4.3 The extent of change of a permit
One of the major difficulties in considering substantial change is what to do with the
permit and its conditions in the new situation after substantial change occurs. Should
the whole permit be “opened” for consideration or is it sufficient to rewrite some of the
permit conditions. The question “Is it usual, that permit condition, or the whole permit, that
is changed in the situation of substantial change?” (Table 22) tries to find out what the prac-
tices in different Member States are in these situations and if the practices vary.
In the Member States the practices seem to vary considerably. In Austria permit
conditions are usually changed. In Finland, France and Sweden the whole permit is
changed. In Ireland it depends on the situation. In the Netherlands permit conditions
are changed, but also the whole permit can be changed whenever the change in opera-
tion has very broad implications for the content of the permit. Member States in which
the alternatives vary on a case-by-case basis are Denmark, Italy, Portugal and Spain.
These questions, should the whole permit be “opened” for consideration or is it
sufficient to rewrite some permit conditions, were also discussed in the seminar. In
the seminar it was pointed out that there are no general rules for opening the whole
permit or just rewriting the permit conditions in cases of substantial change. The in-
terpretations vary in the different Member States and it seems to be difficult to sug-
gest a good practice in this respect.
5.4.4 Effects on other permits of the installation
It is not often that an installation can operate on the basis of one single permit. In
many cases the operation requires several different permits. The question “Will the
substantial change have an effect on other possible permits of the installation?” (Table 23)
tries to find out the degree of difference between the permits for operational activi-
ties and if there is a connection between these permits in cases of substantial change.
Of further interest was in which cases a substantial change could affect other permits
of an installation.
Finland and Italy named a connection to the Seveso directive. Austria pointed
out that the decisions are made on a case-by-case basis, but there are plans for a com-
prehensive procedure on federal level after which there would be only one permit for
the installation. In the Netherlands a change of Surface Waters-permit may also be
Figure 3: What measures must the authority take to supervise substantial changes?
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relevant at the same time. If a substantial change in Portugal has other effects than
environmental ones, other permits concerning the installation may be affected but
then the competent authorities would be other than environmental authorities. In
Sweden this question is not relevant because the integrated permit system covers most
of the relevant directives.
The question was not discussed in the seminar and it seems that there are no
great difficulties in this area.
5.5 Summary of the answers and the discussion in the
seminar on “substantial change”
The Member States do not have a unified and detailed definition of substantial chan-
ge and this was considered in the seminar to be a major difficulty. In practise, the
Member States let their authorities make case-by-case decisions on substantial chan-
ge, for example, by applying some numerical rules (some based on legal norms, some
on national practices).
The definition of substantial change is not detailed enough in the environmental
legislation of the Member States. The practices vary a lot in different countries, for
example, in evaluating the effects of increased traffic. An emerging concern in the
seminar was whether an increase in transport should be considered as a part of the
permit. The question how to handle changes in raw material was also of concern.
The seminar suggested as good practice guidance on assessing change and sub-
stantial change. Guidance should be available to the authorities for integrated assess-
ment of emissions and effects. The governmental level ought to provide guidance also
on the definitions of change and substantial change. Information about the practices
in other Member States would be useful in this respect.
As a result of the discussions in the working groups it can be said that the defini-
tion of substantial change is not detailed enough in the environmental legislation of
the Member States. There are also differences in evaluating questions concerning sub-
stantial change. The seminar participants considered these different practices of the
Member States as one of the key difficulties in evaluating substantial change. Another
difficulty in evaluating substantial change is that the wordings of the different EU
directives are not equivalent and the interpretations of the directives vary in the dif-
ferent Member States. In this respect more co-operation is needed.
The seminar pointed out that the borderline between a change in operation and
a substantial change is hard to define.  Also the awareness of the operators, especially
the small and medium-sized operators (SMEs), is rather deficient and they may need
advice from the authority. There is a lot to be done in increasing the awareness of the
operators, especially the SME operators, of permit procedures and the requirements.
The seminar pointed out that guidance on integrated assessment of integrated emis-
sions and effects was considered to be good practice, and was needed in every Mem-
ber State attending the seminar.
In the seminar, negotiations between the operator and the authority as early as
possible were seen as good practice. In this way it could be ensured that no change in
operation that needs a permit will take place without one. Changes are not always
detected during inspections. The lack of resources was considered to be one of the
main reasons for insufficient supervision.  Negotiations can also help in distinguis-
hing a minor change from a substantial one. Early contacts are important in order that
the operators would know the requirements of the authorities and the authorities
obtain better knowledge of the changes in operations.
There is no general rule to whether the whole permit or just its conditions ought
to be changed in cases of a substantial change.
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Right to be heard and right to
participate
6.1 General issues
An important part in the processes of change and substantial change is the question
of participation and of the right to be heard. In accordance with Article 15 (1) and (2)
“Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that applications for
permits for new installations or for substantial changes are made available for an
appropriate period of time to the public, to enable it to comment on them before the
competent authority reaches its decision. That decision, including at least a copy of
the permit, and any subsequent updates, must be made available to the public.
The results of monitoring of releases as required under the permit conditions refer-
red to in Article 9 and held by the competent authority must be made available to the
public.”
6.2 Publicity
6.2.1 Access to application documents
Member States have different ways of making an application public. The IPPC direc-
tive stipulates that
”Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that applications for
permits for new installations or for substantial changes are made available for an
appropriate period of time to the public…”
To identify some of the differences, the following questions was asked ”How is it ensu-
red that the application is available to the public?” (Table 24, Figure 4).
In the seminar the question of public participation and access to information
was widely discussed (when must the public be heard and in which ways, must there
be a public hearing or is it enough to inform the public via newspapers, for example).
In Austria the authority makes the documents available to the public during a
period of 6 weeks after the application has been submitted to the authority (lis pen-
dens). In the Netherlands the authority should make a deposition of the application
together with the draft decision as soon as possible but no later than 14 weeks after
receiving the application. In Greece the authorities make the application public by
announcing it in newspapers, on radio and so on. The time to react is 30 days and after
this a public hearing (session) is organised for all parties (authorities, industry, parlia-
ment representative, local representatives, etc.) to comment on the application. Spain
has not organised public participation yet.
In order to be able to comment on an application before the competent authority
reaches its decision it is important that the methods used in informing the public are
effective. Many of the Member States inform the public via newspapers or notice bo-
ards. Also other methods such as  radio and the Internet are in use. In Portugal the
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announcement is posted on the notice board of the competent authority and of the
municipality. Portugal is the only Member State to use a notice board as the single
method of informing the public about an application. Finland also uses notice boards
as a method of informing the public, but there have been complaints from the public
and NGO’s about this method because it is not considered sufficient in ensuring the
public’s right to access of information. In Greece, Italy, Sweden and the United King-
dom notice boards are not used to inform the public. In many of the countries several
different methods are used at the same time. In the seminar the use of the Internet in
informing the public was pointed out as an interesting new alternative.
The question of a public hearing was widely discussed in the seminar. In cases of
substantial change the question of public hearings was regarded as important in all of
the Member States, but not always in cases of change in operation. In Denmark the
distinction between change in operation and substantial change was considered as
important mostly because of public hearings: a substantial change always requires a
public hearing, whereas a change in operation does not.
In general, public hearings depend on the case and its impacts on the public health
and the environment. The seminar participants pointed out that the concept ”public
hearing” is not defined sufficiently in the IPPC directive. All the participating count-
ries shared the opinion that a public hearing is not necessary in every case of substan-
tial change; however, a notice to the public (e.g. by using a notice board) was always
considered obligatory in these cases. In the United Kingdom the authority makes the
decision to hold a public hearing in cases deemed to be of public interest, for example,
for contentious applications. In Ireland a public hearing is organised when conside-
red necessary and in the Netherlands a public hearing is organised when requested.
Anyone may submit such a request but there are two procedural requirements to be
met. Italy answered in the questionnaire that public hearings are not used.
In general, in cases of substantial change, the question of public hearings came
up with all the Member States attending the seminar. Another question that was wi-
dely discussed in the seminar was access to information. What kind of information
must be available to the public and who is responsible for informing the public?
Figure 4: How is it ensured that the application is available to the public?
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Generally, in all the Member States attending the seminar, the operator can
request that some information be kept confidential (business secrets, military sec-
rets). In Finland information about the environmental quality, emissions or moni-
toring information cannot be declared as confidential. There was also some con-
cern over the possibility of using information for illegal purposes  (crime, terrorism,
etc.).
In all the Member States, except for Italy, the authority informs the public of
changes in operation. In Italy the operator is responsible for informing the public by
means of an announcement in national newspapers of the geographical position of
the installation and of the name of the owner. Access to information was considered
as very important and in several countries the practice is changing towards using the
Internet to help in informing the public. For example, the United Kingdom pointed
out that the practice there is moving towards the use of the Internet so that eventual-
ly all the applications would be sent over the Internet. The use of the Internet was also
being considered in France. At the moment the most commonly used method is an
announcement in the newspaper.
The stage at which information is accessible to the public is relevant in order for
the public to be able to exercise its right to participate effectively in environmental
matters. Each Member State has its own methods of ensuring this right. The question
”At what stage of the process are the documents made available to the public?” (Table 25,
Figure 5) tries to find out what methods are used in Member States.
In the questionnaire two alternatives were given; either the application becomes
open to the public immediately after it has been submitted to the authorities or it
becomes available during the permit process. In Finland, Sweden and the United King-
dom the application becomes available to the public immediately after the application
is submitted to the authority (lis pendens). In Austria, Denmark, France, Greece, Italy,
the Netherlands, Portugal and Spain the application becomes available to the public
during the permit procedure. In Ireland both alternatives are possible. In Austria the
application must be made available to the public during a 6-week time period. In Den-
mark the time is defined ”as soon as possible”. In Finland unofficial negotiations can
take place before the applications are submitted to the authorities. During this unof-
ficial time of negotiations, the application is not  available to the public. Unofficial
negotiations take place only when there is something the authority needs to check in
the application or when additional information is needed.
Figure 5: At what stage of the process are the documents made available to the public?
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In general the information is available at an early stage of the process.
6.3 Participation
6.3.1 Right to participate
The right to be a party to a permitting process varies in the different Member States.
The questions ”Who has the right to participate in the permit procedure in cases of a change
in operation and in case of a substantial change and in what capacity?” (Tables 26 and 27,
Figures 6 and 7) aim to clarify the practices in use in different Member States.
Many of the Member States differentiate between participation in a permit pro-
cedure concerning substantial change and a change in operation. Because a change in
operation does not always require a permit and a notification procedure might be
adequate, there is little need for public participation in this situation. In some count-
ries the distinction is not relevant. In the Netherlands, for instance, the right of the
public (in the Netherlands this is anyone – actio popularis) to give an opinion is given
in the permit procedure as well as in the (new) notification procedure.
In Austria the authority decides, based on legal provisions, who is allowed to
participate in a permit procedure (no participation of NGO’s). A legislative change
will be necessary in Austria in respect of the implementation of the Aarhus Conventi-
on, but not due to the IPPC directive. Austria also pointed out that no permit pro-
cedure is foreseen for a change in operation. In Finland the neighbouring landowners
gave the right to participate in the matter both as appellants against the decision and
as initiators of a change in the permit.
NGO’s have a different status in the different Member States. A majority of the
Member States gave NGO’s the role of an appellant. In Finland the legislation was
changed in this respect on 1 March 2000, when the new Environmental Protection Act
enforcing the IPPC directive came into force. Finland seems to be the only country
where neighbouring property owners can act as initiators of the process. The United
Kingdom pointed out that regardless of the status of the parties, the authority is bound
to take into account all relevant comments received, whatever the source.
There is a tendency to increase the right to participate in permit procedures.
This is in accordance with the requirements of the Aarhus Convention.
6.4 Summary of the answers and the seminar
concerning “the right to be heard and participation”
Publicity and public hearings were, in general, considered to be a very important part
of the process, especially in cases of substantial change. The legal practices in this area
vary and the concept of ”public hearing” was felt to be unclear, both in the directive
and in practice.
The working groups pointed out that oral public hearings depend on the case
and its effects on public health and the environment. “Public hearing” is not defined
sufficiently in the IPPC directive. Participants in the seminar discussed if an oral pub-
lic hearing should always be held in cases of substantial change. All the participating
countries saw this as unnecessary, but at least a notice to the public (e.g. by posting on
a notice board) was considered as obligatory in cases of  substantial change.
Access to information is considered to be very important in all the Member Sta-
tes. In several Member States the practice is changing towards using the Internet in
implementing this right.
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In the seminar it was seen as good practice to inform the public about the
applications via the Internet. Also the permits could be announced over the Inter-
net (many of the Member States were considering this). At the lower end of the
scale of good practise, a permit should at least be announced in a newspaper.
In general the right to participate in permit procedures is increasing.
Figure 6: Who has the right to participate in the permit procedure in cases of a change in operation and in what ca-
pacity?
Figure 7: Who has the right to participate in the permit procedure in cases of a substantial change?
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Application for a permit
7.1 General issues
The seventh topic relates to the documents for an application and to the BAT requi-
rements in cases of change. In accordance with Article 6 (1)
“Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that an application to the
competent authority for a permit includes a description of:
– the installation and its activities,
– the raw and auxiliary materials, other substances and the energy used in r gene-
rated by the installation,
– the sources of emissions from the installation,
– the conditions of the site of the installation,
– the nature and quantities of foreseeable emissions from the installation into each
medium as well as identification of significant effects of the emissions on the
environment,
– the proposed technology and other techniques for preventing or, where this not
possible, reducing emissions from the installation,
– where necessary, measures for the prevention and recovery of waste generated
by the installation,
– further measures planned to comply with the general principles of the basic ob-
ligations of the operator as provided for in Article 3,
– measures planned to monitor emissions into the environment. An application
for a permit shall also include a non-technical summary of the details referred to
in the above indents.”
Article 12 (2) also prescribes that the application for a permit and the decision by the
competent authority must cover those parts of the installation and those aspects listed
in Article 6 that may be affected by the change.
In accordance with Article 3 (a)
“Member States shall take the necessary measures to provide that the competent aut-
horities ensure that installations are operated in such a way that all the appropriate
preventive measures are taken against pollution, in particular through application of
the best available techniques.”
Tables 28 and 29 show how the Member States have identified the documents that are
required in cases of change in operation and cases of substantial change. The next
question identifies those countries that have a standard for BAT (Table 30). Further
interest is given to those Member States that have a standard. So the fourth question
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is on how the standard is taken into consideration (Table 31). The final question
asked how it was ensured that the BAT requirements are followed and what prob-
lems are related to the BAT requirements (Table 32).
7.2 Application documents
7.2.1 Required documents in cases of change in operation
The aim of the question “What documents are required in cases of change in operation?”
(Table 28) was to find out the required application documents in cases of change in
operation. It seems that the practice differs considerably in different Member States,
because the requirements for a notification and a permit vary extensively in the Mem-
ber States (see section 4.3.1). Also the definition of change in operation varies in diffe-
rent Member States.
In Finland, Ireland, the Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden and the United King-
dom all of the documents that are mentioned in Article 6 are required in cases of
change in operation. In Denmark a description of the significant effects of the emissi-
ons on the environment, including a description of the environmental techniques and
a technical evaluation of the environmental aspects of the project, is needed. The techni-
cal evaluation should include a statement demonstrating that the conditions for gran-
ting the permit have been fulfilled. However, in some countries the need for informa-
tion is decided case-by-case. In Ireland not all of the information in Article 6 may be
required. The same holds true in the Netherlands because the distinction between
change and substantial change is not directly relevant. The deciding factor is whether
a change has negative effects that exceed the emission limits of the permit. Otherwi-
se, a notification is sufficient or in some cases a notification is not even needed. A
notification will, in many cases, contain considerably less information then an appli-
cation for an amendment of the permit.
In Sweden a notification is required if the change is minor and no detriment of
significance to human health or the environment is foreseen. A notification must con-
tain the information, plans and technical descriptions that are required for an assess-
ment of the nature, extent and environmental impact of the environmentally hazar-
dous activity or action concerned. The report should also, to the extent that is needed,
contain an environmental impact assessment. Further, in Sweden a permit applicati-
on is needed if the change is not minor or if detriment of significance to human health
or the environment may arise. The application should contain documents for asses-
sing the activity or measure, an environmental impact assessment, information for
assessing compliance with the rules and legislation, proposals for protective measu-
res to prevent the effects of the activity and proposals for control of the activity (see
Table 12).
In the United Kingdom there are three types of changes, but all documents are
required only when there is a change from the original application. In Austria, France,
Greece, Italy and Spain less documentation is required in cases of change in operation
than in cases of substantial change. In Austria a description of the intended change is
required in cases of change in operation. A decision on the contents is made case-by-
case (see Table 12). In France the following information is required: a description of
the installation and the activities and a description of emissions or discharges into
each medium. In Greece the Article 6 documents are required with a few exceptions:
the impact on the environment, further measures planned to comply with the gene-
ral principles (Art. 3) and measures planned to monitor emissions into the environ-
ment (see Table 28). In Italy a report describing the change is required which includes
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an evaluation of expected consequences in terms of emission of pollutants and risk
to the environment (see Table 13). In Spain none of the documents is required in
cases of change in operation.
In cases of change in operation, the majority of the Member States require the
same information from the operator as Article 6 of the IPPC directive. As to what
documents are needed, however, decisions are usually made on a  case-by-case basis.
7.2.2 Required documents in cases of substantial change
“What documents are required in cases of substantial change?” (Table 29). It seems that
there are some variations in the practice in different Member States. The situation is
anyway more uniform than in cases of change in operations across the Member Sta-
tes.
In the Member States, almost without exception, all the documents prescribed
in Article 6 (1) are required. In six Member States (Finland, Ireland, the Netherlands,
Portugal, Sweden and the United Kingdom) all the documents are required both in
cases of change in operation and in cases of substantial change (Tables 28-29). In Den-
mark a description of the significant effects of the emissions on the environment,
including a description of the environmental techniques and a technical evaluation of
the environmental aspects of the project, is needed. The technical evaluation should
include a statement demonstrating that the conditions for granting the permit have
been fulfilled. In the Netherlands it should be noted that the distinction between chan-
ge and substantial change is not directly relevant (see section 7.2.1). In Sweden there
is no need to distinguish between the concepts of change in operation and substantial
change. All the documents for a permit are required in both cases if the changes are
not minor and detriment of significance to human health or the environment may
arise.
Austria, Portugal, Denmark and the United Kingdom replied that documents
are needed only in those cases when it is relevant to the change or when there will be
changes from the original application. In these cases a full application must be sent to
the authority. In Greece the documents of measures planned to monitor emissions to
the environment are not required in cases of substantial change. Otherwise other do-
cuments are required.
Some other documents, not mentioned in the Article 6, are also required in Fin-
land, Greece and Sweden. In Finland the application for a permit (also in cases of
change in operation) has to cover the following information or documents:
– costs of proposed pollution control and abatement measures
– detailed map of the location and list of neighbours and their properties
– state of the environment and possible changes in environmental and health ef-
fects, and
– production capacity, expected production and operational timetable.
In Greece the following information and documents are required:
– site allocation permit for substantial expansion of the site
– effluent discharge permit, and waste and toxic waste disposal permits, and
– view of prefecture or local authorities in any case.
Sweden also requires an environmental impact assessment (in cases of change in ope-
ration as well).
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Almost all the Member States require the same information from the operator
in cases of substantial change as is stipulated in Article 6 of the IPPC directive. In
addition, some Member States require further information.
7.3 BAT requirements
7.3.1 Standards for BAT in cases of change
“Does your country have a standard for BAT and if so, for which industries?” (Table 30)
“How is the standard taken into consideration in cases of change?” (Table 31). The aim of
these questions was to clarify if there are standards for BAT for different industries
and how they are taken into account. The situation varies considerably in different
Member States. Four of the Member States (Denmark, Greece, Portugal and Swe-
den) answered that they have no standard for BAT, whereas, for example, in the
United Kingdom has standards for all industries covered by the IPPC directive and
any industries previously subject to similar regulations (Table 30).
Austria pointed out that they have a standard for BAT because there are several
waste water emission ordinances, for example, for breweries, fisheries and the pulp
industry. Finland and France have ordinances or non-binding guidance for certain
sectors. Italy has local standards for effluents discharged into the Venice lagoon. In
the Netherlands permits have to be issued on the basis of the ALARA principle (envi-
ronmental effects have to be minimised to a level as low as is reasonably achievable),
which can be considered as the Dutch equivalent of BAT (see Table 4). Spain has stan-
dards for altogether 14 IPPC activities. In Denmark and the Netherlands national gui-
delines exist for emissions into the air and for discharges into surface waters. In the
Netherlands the BAT standards will in future be integrated into these guidelines. In
Denmark guidelines for air pollution cover “best available cleaning technology”. In
Finland, the Council of State has made decisions on emissions into air.
Answers to the question “how the standards are taken into consideration” are
presented in Table 31.
7.3.2 Following BAT requirements in cases of change
“How will it be ensured that the BAT requirements are followed in changed permit conditions
when the whole or a part of the operation is changed?” “Are there some problems, which are
related to the requirements of the best available techniques in cases of a change in operation?”
(Table 32). The aim of these questions was to clarify how the Member States are going
to ensure that BAT requirements are being followed and to find out if there have been
problems with the BAT requirements.
Usually cases are considered on a case-by-case basis. In some countries there is as
yet no experience of implementing the BAT requirements of the IPPC directive. Spe-
cial problems, pointed out by the Member States, were that existing installations can
be old and that obsolete BAT standards and fixed technical requirements could be a
threat to innovative progress of the operations (Table 31-32). Fixed standards might
also be an obstacle to updating the permit. This might lead to a situation where emis-
sions decrease but the environmental effects do not change.
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7.4 Summary of the answers and discussion in the
seminar concerning “application for a permit”
As a rule, the Member States require that an application to the competent authority
for a permit should include the information that is stipulated in the IPPC directive.
Exceptions are also common. The practice differs quite a lot in cases of change in ope-
ration but the situation is more uniform in cases of substantial change. In some cases
this might be a consequence of the different definitions of change in operation and
substantial change.
In Finland, Ireland, the Netherlands, Portugal, Sweden and the United King-
dom all the documents (prescribed in Art. 6 (1)) are required both in cases of change in
operation and in cases of substantial change. In France, Italy and Spain all the docu-
ments are required in cases of substantial change, but only a few documents are requi-
red in cases of change in operation.  Additionally, in Greece, Finland and Sweden
other documents are required. In Denmark the documents are only required in cases
of changes which increase pollution.
In the seminar it was pointed out that guidelines and emission standards often
become obsolete in about five years time. That is why they should be updated syste-
matically. Bat Reference Documents (BREFs) give good technical information both for
the authority and the industry. BAT levels referred to in the BREFs are often not strin-
gent enough. BREF may reduce asymmetry in environmental performance between
industries in different places and even within countries.
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Permanence of a permit
8.1 General issues
Concerning reconsideration and updating of permit conditions by the competent
authority, Article 13 of the IPPC directive stipulates that
1) Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure that competent aut-
horities periodically reconsider and, when necessary, update permit conditions.
2) The reconsideration shall be undertaken in any event where:
– the pollution caused by the installation is of such significance that existing emis-
sion limit values of the permit need to be revised or new such values need to be
included in the permit,
– substantial changes in the best available techniques make it possible to reduce
emissions significantly without imposing excessive cost,
– the operational safety of the process or activity requires other techniques to be
used,
– new provisions of Community or national legislation so dictate.
The issue here is the validity of a permit and the discretion the authority has to chan-
ge a permit or its conditions.
8.2 Reconsideration of permit conditions
8.2.1 Periodical reconsidering and updating of permit conditions
Article13 (1) stipulates that “Member States shall take the necessary measures to ensure
that competent authorities periodically reconsider and, where necessary, update permit condi-
tions”. The aim of the question “How is it ensured that the competent authorities periodi-
cally reconsider and, where necessary, update permit conditions?” (Table 33) was to find out
how each Member State meets this provision of the directive in practice.
The practice varies in the different Member States. The most common case is
updating the permit within a period of ten years regardless of the case. Ireland has an
interesting approach - an obligatory 3-year period of immunity in which the permit is
protected from interference by the authority, unless there are material changes, or
increased or new emissions. After this 3-year period a permit can be reviewed at any
time. Denmark has a period of immunity of eight years from the date of the permit.
This immunity can be set aside in the situations mentioned in Article 13 (2). This idea
of a immune period seems to be a unique approach. In most countries there are no
immune periods, so the permits can be updated or changed at any time if certain
preconditions are fulfilled, for example, changes in operation are observed during
monitoring.
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In Sweden the revision is not obligatory, it is up to the authority to decide if
the permit has to be reconsidered after ten years. In Italy the compulsory updating
period is five years after which the authority updates the permit in cases covered
by Article 13 of the directive. In Portugal legislation stipulates compulsory revision
of a permit after a period of ten years. The permit conditions can, however, also be
checked earlier than this, for example, when the authority receives complaints from
citizens or NGO’s about accidents that have occurred, or when monitoring reports
show a need to reconsider the permit. In Finland the situation changed when the
new Environmental Protection Act came into force. The Act now ensures periodical
review of the entire permit. Before, water permits were periodically checked, and
other environmental permits only in cases of change in operation.
In the Member States that are using compulsory systems in updating, the initia-
tive to update a permit can lie both on the operator and on the authority. In Denmark
the authorities are responsible for the revaluation and must therefore take the initia-
tive in updating. In Austria the initiative lies with the operator, though the authority
has the right to control the process whenever needed.
The United Kingdom was the only Member State to issue guidance to its autho-
rities on how often reviews are undertaken in each industrial sector as a minimum, if
there are no instances that would require a review before this time period.
8.2.2 Situations in which a permit condition or the permit  is
changed
The practices in the different Member States vary in the way in which they reconsider
and update permits and permit conditions. The question ”Under which situations is a
permit condition or the permit changed?” (Table 34) was asked to find out according to
what criteria are these changes made.
The Member States were given several alternatives of possible situations in which
the permit or permit conditions could be changed; change in operation, substantial
change, reconsideration of the permit conditions, emission limit value revision, chan-
ging of BAT, changing the techniques because of safety, new legislation or some other
reason.
A change in operation seldom seems to lead to a change in a permit or its condi-
tions. Exceptions to this were Sweden, where it is very common, and the United King-
dom, where it is usual to change permits or permit conditions in cases of a change in
operation.
In most of the Member States substantial change was a reason to change the
permit or its conditions. Only France replied that this is seldom the case. Revision of
emission limit values usually resulted in a change of the permit or its conditions. Only
Finland, Greece and Sweden answered this question with “seldom”. Of interest also
was Finland’s answer that changes in BAT, until now, have never led to changes in a
permit or its conditions, nor have technical changes to improve safety. Member States
where BAT seldom leads to changes are France and Sweden.
Austria pointed out that decisions are made on a case-by-case basis and Sweden
pointed out other reasons, for example, cases where the applicant has misled the aut-
hority by supplying incorrect information. In general, all the alternatives given are in
use in the Member States. Italy pointed out that the question presumes consolidated
experience with IPPC endorsement.
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8.2.3 Validity and reconsideration of a permit
The question ”For how long is an updated permit valid?” (Table 35) was asked to find
out the practice used in the different Member States, assuming that it might differ.
The Member States where the permit has a time limit are Greece, Italy, Portugal
and Spain. The period of validity varies from five to ten years. In Italy the EMAS
registered plants have a different time limit (8 years) than other plants (5 years). In
Sweden permits have, in general, no time limit, but there is a possibility in certain
cases to use permits with fixed time limits.
Discussions in the seminar clarified this question. In Finland all the water per-
mits used to have a time limit, usually 5-10 years, because environmental permits
used to be sector oriented. The water courts that granted water permits had the legis-
lative possibility to grant permits with time limits, which was not the case in other
environmental permits. (The status of water issues has been specific in Finland). The-
re is no reason to believe that this practice would change because of the new legislati-
on, except that the Environmental Protection Act provides for more possibilities to
use permits with time limits, especially in situations where this was not possible be-
fore.
The United Kingdom pointed out that the authorities are given guidance on how
often a permit for each sector should be reviewed as a minimum. The implementation
of Article 13 means that most permits are now reviewed more frequently than this
national minimum would require.
8.3 Summary of the answers and the seminar
concerning “permanence of the permit”
The updating of permits varies in the different Member States. The issue is usually
solved on a case-by-case basis, at a maximum the updating can take place every ten
years. In general, some Member States have no fixed periods for updating the per-
mits. These Member States use a case-by-case approach. The issue was discussed in
the seminar and the answers in the questionnaire were clarified. In Finland and the
Netherlands the permits are updated every 4-7 years (with a timetable for waste tre-
atment facilities). In Italy most permits are updated every five years and in Portugal
every ten years.
It was pointed out that it is crucial for an adequate updating that the operators
inform the authority about changes before they take place.
There is no general rule or practice for the time span of permits. The issue was
not considered to be problematic, although the operators would generally prefer lon-
ger periods of validity.
It was pointed out in the seminar that in many countries the capacity of the
plant is often given a higher value than the real volume of the operation, so that the
operator would not need to apply for a new permit so often. This problem is solved by
giving a time limit in a permit for the implementation of the project in question. (The
method is used, for example, in the Finnish Environmental Protection Act and in the
Netherlands.) According to Dutch law, a permit for an installation will cease to be
valid if the installation is not completed and commissioned within three years after
the permit becomes irrevocable. If there is reason to believe that the installation can-
not be completed and started up within that period, another time limit may be speci-
fied in the permit.
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Supervision
9.1 General issues
The eighth topic deals with supervising authorities, supervising of changes in ope-
rations and the actions that are taken by the competent authority if the law or
administrative regulations are disregarded.
The first question clarifies how the authority becomes aware of changes in ope-
ration, if the operator neglects this duty (Table 36). The next questions deal with the
actions of the authority when the operator does not report a change in different cases
(Tables 37-38 and Figures 8-9). In connecting to the previous question, Table 39 speci-
fies the most common coercive measures in cases of substantial change. The use of the
term ”coercive measures” might have led to a small linguistic problem.
9.2 Supervising changes in operation
9.2.1 Sources of information about unreported changes
“How does the competent authority become aware of unreported changes in operation?” (Table
36). The aim of this question was to clarify those situations where the operator has not
reported a change, contrary to the provisions. This question gives background infor-
mation to the next question on how the authorities react to a violation.
The competent authority might become aware of a change during inspection or
control activities, from information by the public, from monitoring results, by notifi-
cation from another regulatory authority or by hearing about the case in the media. In
France, the Netherlands and Portugal authorities usually becomes aware of unreported
changes through their own inspection or control activities, while in Italy and Spain
the operator’s monitoring usually alerts the authorities. In Ireland both situations are
common. In Denmark the usual situation is that the public detects the change. Fin-
land mentioned that sometimes the authority reads about a violation in a  newspaper.
In the United Kingdom, another regulatory authority sometimes informs the compe-
tent authorities of unreported changes. The United Kingdom pointed out that regula-
tions require prior notification or permitting of all changes in operation. Therefore,
an unreported change would be an offence and likely to result in enforcement action
being taken by the regulator against the permit holder.
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9.3 Actions by the competent authority
9.3.1 Changes in operations which have not been reported to the
authority
The aim of the question “What steps does the authority take, if the operator has not reported
a change in operation?” (Table 37, Figure 8) was to find out what measures the authori-
ties take in cases of violation. The most common practice seems to be that the authori-
ty may request a notification and require a permit (in Greece and in Ireland) or re-
quests a notification and starts enforcement action (in France and in the Netherlands).
In Italy the decision is made case-by-case because the law regulates fines or admi-
nistrative enforcement in cases of “violation of permit conditions” and “not reporting to
the CA of emission data” but not exactly in cases of unreported change in operation.
In Sweden the authority may request a notification and require a permit in these
cases. An operator violating the provisions is also liable to pay a fine or to be senten-
ced to a maximum of two years imprisonment. The supervisory authorities should
take any measures necessary to ensure that violations are corrected. In Sweden, in
practise, the authority takes similar steps in cases of a change in operation and a sub-
stantial change. Thus, Sweden seems to be stricter in cases of change in operation than
other Member States.
In Finland the practice is more moderate than, for example, in Sweden. The aut-
hority can negotiate, request a notification or require a permit. In Austria and Portu-
gal the authority requests only a notification in writing. In Spain the authority just
negotiates with the operator.
In the United Kingdom the actions can vary depending on the scope of the change.
Figure 8: What steps does the authority take, if the operator has not reported a change in ope-
ration?
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9.3.2 Substantial changes which have not been reported to the
authority
The aim of questions “What steps does the authority take, if the operator has not reported a
substantial change?” (Table 38, Figure 9) and “What are the most common coercive measures
in cases of substantial change?” (Table 39) was to find out what kind of action will be car-
ried out if the regulations are violated. A comparison will give a clearer picture of what
the differences are in practice between a change in operation and a substantial change.
There are many ways to respond to cases of violation when the change is sub-
stantial (e.g. in Finland, France and Portugal). However, for example, in Austria, Den-
mark and Greece only a few measures seem to be used. The practice in cases of sub-
stantial change is usually much more strict than in cases of change in operation.
An exception is Sweden, where the actions in both cases are quite similar.
Usually the authority requires a permit from the operator in cases of substantial
change. Other steps are the threat of a fine, orders to stop the activities temporarily,
requesting a notification and the threat that remedial action will be taken at the
operator’s expense. Confiscation, injunctions and negotiations are mentioned only in
one or two answers.
9.3.3 Procedures on how to act in cases of violations
The aim of the question “Do you have clear procedures on how authorities are to act in these
cases?” and “What kind of procedures?” (Table 40) was to find out if the Member States
have some instructions for the authority in cases of violations. The question deals also
with cases of change in operation and substantial change. The Member States answe-
red mostly that they do have some procedure. Four Member States (Austria, Italy,
Portugal and Sweden) answered that the procedures are written into existing law.
Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom reported that they have guidelines or
Figure 9: What steps does the authority take, if the operator has not reported a substantial
change?
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other internal procedures on enforcement or they have a prosecution policy. Fin-
land and Portugal reported that although they have clear procedures on how to act
in these cases, the decisions are, in the end, made on a case-by-case basis. Three
countries (the Netherlands, Spain and Greece) answered that they do not have any
specific procedure. In the Netherlands, to a large extent, the authority has discreti-
on on how to act.
In summary, the situation varies to a large extent in the Member States. It can be
said that some Member States have regulations covering cases of violations or have pro-
cedures on how authorities should act in these cases. On the other hand, there are count-
ries where it can be said that the authorities make decisions on a case-by-case basis.
9.4 Summary of the answers and discussion in the
seminar concerning “supervision”
There is no one primary source from which the authorities get information about
violations. Inspection activity seems to be one important source, but also results of
the monitoring by the operator and information provided by the public are impor-
tant ways that authorities become aware of unreported changes in operations.
In general, a change in operation can have positive as well as negative environ-
mental impacts, whereas a substantial change often is negative from an environmen-
tal point of view. The operator is responsible for recognising and notifying the autho-
rity of these changes. Negotiations beforehand about changes are important in defi-
ning minor change, change and substantial change. Early contacts between authori-
ties and operators are important.
There is no general rule on how to handle changes in less obvious cases. The
decision is generally made case-by-case in all Member States. Austria, Italy and Portu-
gal must follow legislative procedures on how to act in cases of serious violation. In
Finland, Ireland, Denmark and the United Kingdom the authorities have more disc-
retion to handle a situation and legislative procedures are not always undertaken.
In the seminar it was pointed out that operators of small and medium-sized
(SME) installations are less aware, and they need advice from the authorities. Opera-
tors of small installations may not always be aware of their obligation to inform the
authorities about changes. In these cases a good practice for the authority would be to
start with a gentle approach (advice), after which harder measures could follow (e.g.
admonition).
The authorities of all the Member States stated that they can make unannounced
inspections of an installation at any time.  Normally, inspections are made once every
1 - 3 years. Criteria for inspections are similar in all the Member States. All the Mem-
ber States rely on self-monitoring and operators’ reports. The scope of inspections
varies. For instance, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom conduct a very tho-
rough inspection of the whole installation. Changes in operations are not always de-
tected by inspections.
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Conclusions
10.1 Key Difficulties in Handling Changes in Industrial
Operations
One of the main problems that came out in the questionnaire responses (Table 41) was
that the Member States do not have unified and detailed definition of a change in
operation and a substantial change. The most important question is when a change is
only a change and when it has to be regarded as a substantial one. It is problematic
that the borderline between a change in operation and a substantial change is hard to
define. This also causes other problems, for instance, with public hearings. Some of
the Member States require that the public must be informed in cases of a substantial
change, but not in cases of a change in operation. If the definition is unclear, regional
differences might also be marked and authorities practises might change on a case-
by-case basis.
10.1.1 Legal Basis, Authorities and the Right to be Heard and
Public Participation
In general, every Member State attending the seminar has had to change its legislati-
on because of the IPPC directive. In some countries the influence of the directive was
marked and in some not so profound. The changes made concerned, for example, ener-
gy efficiency, co-ordination of different authorities and public hearings.
In an application, the operator can ask for a higher production capacity than the
real volume of the operation, so that he does not need to apply for a new permit so
often. This problem is solved by setting a time limit in the permit for implementation
of the project.
Each Member State found if difficult to define an installation. The most relevant
factor in defining an installation seems to be technical and operational connections on
the same site.
Several permit authority systems exist in the Member States. The administrati-
on can either be centralised or decentralised and both systems have advantages and
disadvantages. Guidance and networks are especially important in decentralised per-
mitting and inspection systems.
Insufficient supervising manpower is seen as one of the main problems. Chan-
ges in operations task the capacity of the competent authorities, and the lack of re-
courses was considered to be one of the main reasons for insufficient supervision.
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10.1.2 Change in Operation
In general, the concept and implementation of a change in operation have proved
to be difficult in every Member State. Especially in cases where a change in opera-
tion results in positive effects, there is no exact definition of this kind of change,
and interpretations vary a lot. Similar difficulties arise in the interpretation of the
BAT requirements and changes of chemicals.
Almost all Member States demand at least a notification in cases of a change in
operation. In the seminar it was pointed out that the notification of several minor
changes can gradually create a situation that ought to be considered a substantial chan-
ge. The original permit has ceased to be consistent with the operation. In this kind of
situation the threshold to update the permit might be very high, although, as a matter
of fact, the situation ought to be considered as a substantial change.
Operators of small installations may not always be aware of the difference bet-
ween a change in operation and a substantial change and they therefore need advice
from the authority at an early stage.
In practice there is no general rule on how to handle changes in less obvious
cases. Decisions are generally made case-by-case.
10.1.3 Substantial Change
The Member States do not have a unified and detailed definition of substantial chan-
ge and this was considered to be a major difficulty.  In practise, the authorities come
up with case-by-case decisions on substantial change, for example, by applying some
numerical values (some based on legal norms, some on national practices).
Another difficulty in evaluating substantial change is the differences in the wor-
dings of the different EU instruments (e.g. substantial change is a broader concept in
the EIA directive than it is in the IPPC directive).
Every change requires at least a notification procedure. The notification of seve-
ral minor changes can in the end lead to a situation where very little of the original
permit still exists. The situation could be considered a substantial change, but if the
changes are gradual they appear to be minor changes only.
One key difficulty the group also addressed was how effects from other factors,
for example, traffic, should be taken into consideration.
Public participation is not defined sufficiently in the IPPC directive. Should the-
re always be an oral public hearing in cases of a substantial change? This was seen as
not necessary by all the participating countries. However, public notice (e.g. positing
on a notice board) was considered obligatory in cases of substantial change.
10.1.4 Application, Supervision and the Permanence of the Permit
As a rule the Member States require that permit applications for a change in operati-
on or a substantial change should include the information that is stipulated in the
IPPC directive. The use and the role of BAT and BREFs were also discussed. The upda-
ting of documents can be problematic and the BAT standard thus become a minimum
criteria rather than a goal.
One key difficulty in application and supervision is the question of how to ensu-
re that the operators are aware of the need for a permit or a notification procedure.
Changes are not always detected during inspections. The lack of resources was consi-
dered to be one of the main reasons for insufficient supervision.
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The way permits are updated varies in the different Member States. It is usual-
ly carried out case-by-case. An adequate updating depends on operators informing
the authority about changes before they take place.
10.2 Suggestions from the Seminar for Good Practice
10.2.1 Legal Basis
1) Some Member States have solved the problem of several minor changes forming
a substantial change by creating an environmental reporting system, where once a
year an installation is examined as a whole.
2) It is very important that the authority decides as early as possible whether a
notification procedure is adequate or if an application for a permit is needed in cases
of a change in operation. The notification procedure may be informal or formal. If
there is a need for public participation or if the notification is meant to become a part
of the permit, a formal procedure should be followed.
3) If the original permit is no longer sufficient, the permit should be changed
even if the effects on the environment and on human beings would be decreasing.
4) In permit applications a higher capacity than the real volume of the operation
is sometimes listed so that the operator does not need to apply for a new permit so
often. This is solved in many Member States by setting a time limit in the permit for
implementation of the project.
5) In defining an installation it is important to evaluate the whole entity. Basical-
ly, the permit defines the installation. It is important to take into consideration legal
connections and  technical and operational connections on the same site.
10.2.2 Change in Operation
1) Early contacts between authorities and operators are very important. Negotiations
in advance can make it much easier for the authorities to evaluate the changes. Good
practice is that the authority is able to decide between a notification or a permit pro-
cedure at an early stage.
2) The notification procedure is largely used in the Member States because it is a
less bureaucratic way of dealing with changes in operations. The only negative featu-
re is that a notification procedure is not as legally binding as a permit procedure.
3) The authority has to check the notification and inform the operator whether it
is accepted or not.
10.2.3 Substantial Change
1) Good practice is informing the public of applications via the Internet. Permits could
also be announced via the Internet (many of the Member States are considering this).
As a minimum, a permit application should be announced in a newspaper.  If a sub-
stantial change is of great public interest, a public hearing should be held.
2)  National level guidance for integrated assessment of emissions and effects as
well as for defining change and substantial change should be available to the authori-
ties.
3) Exchange of knowledge and information both on the national level and bet-
ween the Member States is recommended.
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10.2.4 Application and Supervision
1) Negotiations between the operator and the authority as early as possible is seen
as good practice. In this way no change will be made without the necessary permit.
Negotiations are also helpful in distinguishing between a minor change and a sub-
stantial one.
2) In order not to endanger objectivity, resources for supervision and permitting
(personnel) should be increased.
3) Guidance and networks to minimise regional differences are recommended.
10.3 Overall Conclusions and Proposals for Further
Work
In general, the IPPC directive has caused very similar problems in the Member States.
Some of the problems are related to the definition of change in operation. The distin-
ction between a change in operation and a substantial change is hard to define and
some Member States do not have a definition of a minor change. Interpretations and
wordings also vary in different EU directives and co-ordination is needed. It is sugge-
sted that Member States periodically exchange new approaches and experiences in
this field, for example, through the IMPEL network.
Better management of changes in operation is required. Guidance for integrated
assessment of emissions and effects is particularly important in decentralised permit-
ting and inspection systems. If changes in industrial operations are considered only
on a case-by-case basis, the interpretations may vary too much and the reliability and
predictability of the authorities’ decisions may suffer. All the attending Member Sta-
tes recognised the need for equity. Exchange of information, as in the IMPEL net-
work, between authorities on a national and international level is most useful, becau-
se knowledge of other countries’ experiences benefits all parties.
In BAT and BREF work there is a need for more frequent and systematic review
of documents to keep up with technical developments.
Notification procedures can be a less bureaucratic way of handling minor chan-
ges. This depends, among other things, on the way the notification procedure is regu-
lated (i.e. a legally binding procedure or not). Notification can be a “preceding pro-
cedure”, where the notification becomes a formal part of the permit.
Early contacts between authorities and operators are important before a change
in operation takes place. Operators will know what authorities require from them in
cases of changes in operation and the authorities can be sure that operators know
about the requirements of a change beforehand.
Public hearing, access to information and participation in the procedures are
becoming more important all the time and the practice in several countries is moving
towards more openness and use of the Internet.
New emerging concerns that may affect the permitting are:
– Issues related to transportation to and from the installation;
– Changes in raw material and chemicals;
– Demands on waste prevention;
– Energy efficiency;
– Eco-efficiency.
Authorities should continue to strive for good practices for supervision and control of
changes.
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ANNEX I: Evaluation of the answers. Evaluation by Jaana Pennanen
and Elise Sahivirta.
Return of completed questionnaire
Table 0 Questionnaire returned Responsible persons Institution
Austria Yes Andrea Jungwirth and Astrid Merl Federal ministry of Economic Affairs and Federal
Ministry of Environment, Youth and Family Affairs
Belgium No – –
Denmark Yes Susanne Andersén Environmental Protection Agency
Finland Yes Emelie Enckell Uusimaa Environment Centre
France Yes Marie–Claude Depuis Ministry of the Spatial Planing and the Environment
Germany No – –
Greece Yes Katerina Iacovidou Ministry of Environment Physical Planing and Public
Works
Ireland Yes Valerie Lawless
Italy Yes Alfredo Pini Ministry of Environment – ANPA
Luxembourg No – –
The Netherlands Yes Jan Teekens Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment
Portugal Yes Leonor Cartaxo Inspectorate General for Environment
Spain Yes Maria I. Rodriguee de Sancao Ministry of Environment
Sweden Yes Lars Karlström Swedish Environmental Protection Agency
The United Kingdom yes Doug Munkman Environment Agency
Does the implementation of the IPPC directive require special changes in your national legislation?
Table 1 Yes or no Please specify
Austria Yes For example implementation of Art. 13, Art. 3d, Art. 9(3) IPPC Dir.
Denmark Yes New regulation of public hearing and revaluation.
Finland Yes A new law, which integrates permitting for water pollution with permitting for air pollution, waste management, and
noise and restoration of polluted soil.
France Yes Yes but minor ones. 1) Article 3 d “energy used efficiently”; 2) Article 13 “updating of permit conditions”.
Greece Yes Ministerial Decision amending the existing legislation for environmental permitting.
Ireland Yes The IPPC directive has substantially transposed into Irish law by the EPA Act 1992, some minor changes are expected to
implement the IPPC directive fully.
Italy Yes IPPC implementation law for existing installations has been already issued (DL 372 on august 4th 1999). New plants will
be considered by EIA legislation.
The Netherlands Yes Although it concerns only a few, minor changes.
Portugal Yes The articles which have implications in IPPC licensing system must be changed, to allow integration of several old
permits in the unique environmental IPPC permit.
Spain Yes The repeal of existing environmental permits and to establish a legal procedure to guarantee the co–ordination among
different levels of competent authorities.
Sweden Yes Only minor changes. The previous permit system in principle only applied to emissions and other disturbances made by
an installation. The scope of the integrated assessment has had to be widened, e.g. to include energy efficiency require-
ments and consumption of raw materials: The Environmental Code (1998).
The United Kingdom Yes Much in the IPPC directive was already covered by National Legislation. Both primary and secondary legislation have
been introduced to fully encompass the Directive.
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How has the IPPC directive been implemented / will be implemented in your country, especially Article 12?
Table 2
Austria On federal level: Adaptation of the Trade and Industry Act and the Waste Management Act Implementation is planed for December 1999;
the wording will more or less be taken over from the Dir.
Denmark Danish law is based on a different premise. New installation covered by a list must apply for a permit before starting. An application is
also needed for any changes or modifications in existing installations which may result in an increase of pollution from the installation.
Finland Article 12 has been implemented.
France All requirements were respected in French existing legislation. Minor modifications has been prepared and in process to be effective very
soon. Article 12: This requirement has been existing in French legislation since 1976.
Greece Ministerial Decision amending the existing legislation for environmental permitting Article 12 has already been implemented by existing
legislation for environmental permitting and operation license.
Ireland Section 92 of the EPA Act transposed Article 12 of the IPPC Directive into Irish Law.
Italy Art. 8 of DL 372  states that changes in operation must be submitted to EIA CA for evaluation. For new plants provisions will be stated
in the EIA Directive implementation law.
The Netherlands Primarily in the Environmental Management Act, the Pollution of Surface Waters Act  and the Establishments and Licences Decree (which
all were in place before the IPPC directive was adopted). Only the Establishments and Licences Decree had to be amended in connection
with the IPPC. Two provisions were added: a provision stating that in case of transboundary environmental effects the application has
to be send to the neighbouring member state concerned and  a provision stating that the application has to be accompanied by a non
technical summary.
The relevant provisions in the Environmental Management Act which correspond with article 12 were revised recently. These provisions
have the following content. Without a permit it is prohibited to modify an establishment. This prohibition does not apply to modifica-
tions to an establishment which are fully consistent with the permit granted to the establishment. Modifications to the establishment
which are not fully consistent with the permit issued, but which do not result in other or larger adverse effects on the environment than
the establishment is permitted to cause pursuant to the permit, may be notified in writing by the operator, provided that these modifi-
cations do not result in an establishment different from that for which the permit was issued and  the competent authority has declared
in writing that the intended modification complies with the law and that the modification does not in its judgement give rise to reconsi-
deration of the permit.
Portugal In what concerns to a change of an operation, the operator must notify the Competent Authority and inform if there is any consequen-
ces for the environment. Concerning a substantial change, which may have significant negative effects on human beings or the environ-
ment, the operator must apply for a permit covering the substantial changes of the installation. In the first case the Competent Autho-
rity may issue an updating of permit conditions. In the second case the Competent Authority may issue a new permit for the aspects af-
fected by the changes.
Spain Following the IPPC provisions, making a difference between change in operation and substantial change.
Sweden See above. Article 12 was already covered by the Swedish legislation. The present provisions are to be found in chapter 9 section 6 of the
Environmental Code and in section 5 of the Ordinance on environmentally hazardous activities and health protection: A permit is not
required if the activities (production, treatment process or other parameters) are modified, provided that the changes are minor and
also provided that no detriment of significance to human health or to the environment may arise.
The United Kingdom The IPPC Directive has been largely introduced by secondary legislation.  Article 12 has been specifically covered in this legislation.
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How is the supervision of the above mentioned regulations arranged?
Table 3
Austria In general the permitting authority = supervising authority = competent authority for changes.
Denmark It is up to the local authorities to assess whether changes in existing installations need a permit or not.
Finland Regional environment centres (13) and municipalities = perm. auth.
France At a local level, within each of the 100 French geographical areas, named “departments”, supervision is arranged by the “prefect” who
is the head of all civil servants of the department, representing all activities including environmental.
Greece The supervision is arranged 1) by the Ministry of Development that grants the operation license 2) by the Ministry of Environment
during environmental conditions approval procedure.
Ireland Though the EPA Inspectors and Managers i.e. National level.
Italy Supervision  is  in  charge  of  Ministry of Environment, EIA authority.
The Netherlands The authorities that are in charge of permitting are also responsible for supervising the compliance with the above mentioned regula-
tions; in general IPPC installations fall under the competence of the provinces.
Portugal The supervision of environmental licensing belongs to the 5 Regional Authorities for the Environment (DRAs), and to the National
Inspection Authority.
Spain The permit authority is also the control authority. Further development of the provisions will be made in the legal regulation to be
adopted after the adoption of the law.
Sweden An operator infringing the above mentioned provisions is liable to pay a fine or to be sentenced to maximum of two years imprison-
ment. The supervisory authorities (county administrative boards or municipalities) shall take any measures that are necessary to ensu-
re that faults are corrected (injunctions [orders] or prohibitions).
The United Kingdom The Regulations are passed by the United Kingdom Government.  The regulations appoint either the Environment Agencies or the Local
Authorities as the competent authority.  Which competent authority is responsible for any installation depends on the complexity and
size of the installation.  In Scotland there is one competent authority only – the Scottish Environment Protection Agency. For the re-
mainder of this questionnaire, it is assumed the competent authority is the same as the supervisory authority.
Are these regulations applied to other plants than those that have been listed in Annex I of the IPPC directive?
Table 4 Yes or no Please specify
Austria No –
Denmark Yes Annex 1 is just a minor part of the Danish list, which covers mostly small and medium sized enterprises.
Finland Yes Existing law covers smaller plants than the Annex 1 of the IPPC directive.
France Yes French regulations are wider ~63 000 plants are concerned. Only about 15 000 by IPPC requirements.
Greece Yes All the plants over 10  Hp?? are covered by the existing legislation.
* Ministerial Decision 69269/5387/90
* Law 2516/97
Ireland Yes Substantially yes, however thresholds may vary. (See attached appendix).
Italy Yes All industries affected by EIA and Seveso Directives.
The Netherlands Yes The Dutch environmental legislation (i.a. regulations concerning changes in operations) is applicable to all installations
for which a permit is needed; this group is much larger than the group of IPPC installations; in Dutch law no (legal) dis-
tinction is made between IPPC–installations and other installations who need a permit.
Portugal Yes In the Portuguese legislation the operator must always inform the competent authority if there is any change in operati-
on which may affect the Environment.
Spain No –
Sweden Yes Out of approximately 17 000 plants covered by the Swedish regulation approximately 800 are IPPC installations.
The United Kingdom Yes The regulations have also been applied to other plants that were already subject to a similar national regulatory regime.
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Have the supervision systems which correspond to the IPPC directive been used in the permit systems required by
other directives? (e.g. Council Directive 75/442/EEC of 15 July 1975 on waste and Council Directive 76/464/EEC of  1974
on dangerous substances...)?
Table 5 Yes or no Please specify
Austria No –
Denmark Yes –
Finland No 75/442 implemented and supervised according to our Waste Act; 76/464 weakly supervised, some investigations have been
made in the 1990s
France Yes 1. 76/464; 2. 84/360 and 88/609; 3. 89/369 and 89/429 and 94/67; 4. 82/501 and 96/82; 5. 75/442 and 91/156.
Greece Yes 85/337 as amended by 97/11. And 84/360.
Ireland Yes Waste} Controlled at L.A. level subject to periodic
Water} review.
Air}
Italy Yes The supervision system that Italy is arranging is based on the decision that all existing plants will be covered by IPPC law.
Substantial changes and new installation will apply to EIA competent authority and, if the case, to the EIA procedure.
The Netherlands Yes Installations, not falling under the IPPC directive, that need a permit according to an other EC directive, fall, generally
speaking, under the same regulations of the Environmental Management Act and/or the Pollution of Surface Waters Act.
Portugal Yes The Directives which are related with waste water, air emissions, waste, noise, etc.
Spain No –
Sweden Yes Sweden has an integrated permit system which covers most of the relevant directives.
The United Kingdom Yes 75/442 EEC on the Waste framework; 75/439/EEC on Disposal of Waste Oil;  80/68/EEC on Protection of Groundwater;
84/360/EEC on Combating Air Pollution from Industry;  88/609/EEC on Large Combustion Plants; 89/369/EEC and 89/429/
EEC on Reduction/Prevention of Air Pollution from Municipal Incinerators; 94/67/EEC on Incineration of Hazardous Waste;
96/67/EEC on Control of Major Accident Hazards.
Have the concepts of change in operation and substantial change which correspond to the IPPC directive been used in
the permit systems required by other directives?
Table 6 Yes or no Please specify
Austria No –
Denmark Yes The wording “substantial changes” is also used in the EIA directive.
Finland Yes 75/442 >Waste Act.
France Yes Implementation of those directives are taken into account within French Law 76–663 of July 19, 1976 article 4 and decree
no 77–1133 of Sept. 21, 1977 modified article 20 1st  al = change, 3rd al = substantial change.
Greece Yes 85/337, 97/11, 84/360.
Ireland No –
Italy Yes EIA and Seveso Directives and following national laws.
The Netherlands No –
Portugal No –
Spain No –
Sweden No Sweden also has an integrated permit system which covers most of the relevant directives.
The United Kingdom No –
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Are there other national environmental permit systems in your country that apply to industrial operations which are
not based directly on the directives?
Table 7 Yes or no Please specify
Austria Yes On provincial level (e.g. nature protection act, construction permit)
Denmark Yes Construction permits
Finland Yes A) Construction permits
B) Permitting for chemicals
France Yes The same one by wider scope of application.
Greece Yes Liquid effluents disposal permit. Waste disposal permit. Toxic waste disposal permit.
Ireland Yes Single media licences for activities not listed in the schedules of the EPA Act 1992.
Italy Yes Permit for emission to air, water and for waste management are not based at moment on IPPC directive.
The Netherlands Yes The environmental Management Act and the Pollution of Surface Waters Act apply to large numbers of different installa-
tions/discharges into surface water; a considerable amount of them is not covered by EC directives. Both acts give uni-
form regulations for all these installations and installations covered by IPPC– or other EC directives.
Portugal No –
Spain Yes Municipal permit of installation, opening and operation.
Sweden No –
The United Kingdom No –
How many competent authorities are responsible for granting the permits in cases of change in operations in your
country?
Table 8
Austria According to the Trade and Industry Act as well as to the planned IPPC implementation there is in general 1 competent authority on fed-
eral level. A co–ordination with the provincial level is necessary.
Denmark In most cases just one single body.
Finland 3 + 13 + municipalities (about 450)
France Only one = prefect of each department
Greece 1. Ministry of the Environment/Section of Industries of Prefectures for the Small/Medium Installations. 2. Ministry of Development/Section
of Industries of the Prefecture.
Ireland One, the EPA.
Italy Depends upon the kind and the size of the installation. In principal, national authorities  or/and local authorities.
The Netherlands Province (environmental permit) and Water board (discharge to surface water permit).
Portugal The change in operation doesn’t need a new permit, but may require an updating of the permit conditions. The regional Environmental
Authorities (DRAs) are responsible for granting the environmental permits, and also for updating a permit. The environmental permit is
integrated in a global permit for installation which include other aspects such as workers safety, electricity, etc. The co–ordinator aut-
hority for this global license is the Regional Authority for industry.
Spain National water body and autonomous (regional) authority.
Sweden One. Depending on the kind of installation in question the permits are issued by a county administrative board or an environmental
court.
The United Kingdom Four – dependent on location.  Two in England and Wales. One in Scotland and one in Northern Ireland.
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Which authorities are competent to reconsider or update a permit in cases of change in operations?
Table 9 Generally National/federal level Province/”Länder” level Regional level Local level
Austria Generally the permitting Minister in very exceptional Provincial authority District authority  –
authority. cases (e.g. if installation is (in exceptional cases) (main competence)
situated in more than one
province)
Denmark In most cases the muni- x x
cipalities, but for the lar-
ger installations the coun-
ties are responsible.
Finland The one originally respon- 3 environmental permit – 13 regional environ- 450 municipalities
sible.  authorities ment centres (water, air, wastes,
noise)
France – – – Prefect of department
with support of inspec-
torate.
Greece For the IPPC installations: Ministry of Environment, Some smaller installa- Some smaller installa- SME by Prefectures
1) Ministry of the Environ- Ministry of Development tions tions
ment/Sections of Industries
2) Prefectures in cases of SME.
Ireland EPA – –
Italy Ministry of Environment Offices of Regions – –
The Netherlands Province (environmental per-
mit) and Water board (disc-
harge to surface waterpermit).
Portugal – – Regional Environmental  –
Authorities (DRAs). They
are 5 Regional Authorities
in Portugal.
Spain National water body Environment authority – –
Sweden 5 Environmental courts – 21 County administrative –
boards
The United The same regulator as issued
Kingdom the permit:
1. For Scotland this is the Scottish
Environment Protection Agency
2. For Northern Ireland this is
the Northern Ireland Environ-
ment and Heritage Agency
For England and Wales this is
either the Environment Agency
or the appropriate Local Authority
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Which authorities are competent to monitor and control the changed circumstances?
Table 10 Generally National/federal level Province/”Länder” level Regional level Local level
Austria – – District authorities –
Denmark The same authorities x x
which issues the permits.
Finland – – 13 regional environment 450 municipalities
centres (water, air, wastes, noise)
France – – – Prefect of department with
support of inspectorate.
Greece Ministry of Environment – – Prefectures
and Ministry of Development
Ireland EPA – – –
Italy ANPA, Fire Departments ARPAs Prevention laboratories –
of Provences, province
laboratories of ARPAs
The Netherlands Province (environmental
permit) and Water board
(discharge to surface
waterpermit).
Portugal Inspectorate General for – DRAs –
the Environment.
Spain National water body – – –
Sweden – – The county administrative The municipalities
boards
The United Kingdom Any of those given in table
8 dependent on location
and type of Installation.
It is always the same Aut-
hority that monitors and
controls any changed
circumstance.
Comments:
Denmark: But this is a difficult task
The United Kingdom: This is always the situation
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How is the co–operation between the competent authorities secured?
Table 11
Austria Partly provided by legal provisions, partly secured by organisational measures.
Denmark The relevant authorities are obliged to co–ordinate.
Finland Frequent contacts, seminars, statements, and a right to appeal. Regional Environment Centres give guidance to the municipalities.
France Administrative consultation
Greece By the existing legislation (see 1.1.4). According to this an Environmental Conditions permit is prerequisite for the Operation Permit.
Ireland The EPA is the competent authority, other bodies are notified at different stages of the application process.
Italy Conference of parties
The Netherlands The Environmental Management Act and the Pollution of Surface Waters Act contain provisions for installations that need both permits
(environmental permit and discharge to surface water–permit). These provisions aim at procedural co–ordination as well as coherence
between the contents of both permits. This co–ordination is achieved by the fact that applications for both permits are send at the same
time to both permitting authorities who consequently consult each other. In case of changes in operation that lead to changes of permits
the same co–ordination provisions apply.
Portugal The regional Environmental Authority, may ask to the other Authorities of the Ministry of Environment (Directorate General for Environ-
ment, Institute for Water, Institute for wastes, etc.) for an opinion which must be included in the permit.
Spain Prescriptive and binding reports.
Sweden Not relevant.
The United Kingdom As Statutory Consultees where appropriate.
How is change in operation defined in your legislation?
Table 12
Austria Is planned to be the same definition as on Art. 2 (10) the IPPC Directive. According to the existing legislation (Trade and Industry Act,
Waste Management Act) every change that might effect protected interests (e.g. health of neighbours) requires a permit > stricter than
foreseen in IPPC.
Denmark “Listed activities shall not without prior approval be extended or modified as regards buildings or operation, including waste producti-
on, in such a way as to result in increased pollution”.
Finland No explicit definition. Implicitly it is defined by defining information to be included in the application. In case this information about pro-
ducts, processes, raw materials, chemicals used, wastes and emissions turns obsolete because of a change in operation, it should in rin-
ciple be notified to the authority for further assessment.
France Decrees: 77–1133 Sept. 21, 1977 article. “Any change made by the applicant to the installation, to its mode of operation or surrounding
which may significantly alter the facts reported in the application for authorisation shall be brought to the attention of the Prefect, to-
gether with relevant justification, before being carried out.” Then the Prefect may decide:
• To keep the same permit
• To issue further requirements completing existing ones (more usual solution for a simple change)
• To implement a new full process of permitting (usual solution for substantial changes).
Greece Defined in Min. Decision 69269/5387/90. Art. 8 as “substantial changes which may have consequences for the environment. The term on-
cerns: new installations, expansion of an existing installations, change in procedure. In that cases the operator applies for an “operation
permit” (Min of Development or Prefecture). For the granting of this permit the issuing (or amending) of the Env. Conditions approval is
a prerequisite. (Min. Environmental/Prefecture). Please look at the following scheme:
Ireland See section 88 and 92 of EPA Act 1992 (Copy attached).
Italy According to IPPC Directive.
The Netherlands Change in operation as such is not defined in Dutch legislation.
Portugal The definition of change in operation according to the Portuguese Legislation is the same as defined in the IPPC Directive.
Spain Any change in the characteristics or functionary or an extension of the installation which may have consequences for safety, human ealth
or environment.
Sweden See answer in Table 2.
The United Kingdom The legislation defines a “change in operation” exactly as given in Article 2 (10)(a).
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What measures are required from the operator in order to inform the authority of a change in operation?
Table 13 Operator shall report to Other procedure What information is required?
the competent authority
Austria Yes A description of the intended change > decision on a case-by-case
basis.
Denmark Notification is not required. It is against the law to start a –
new activity (listed) without a
permit, and it is against the law
to make changes which increa-
ses pollution.
Finland Yes, by notification or permit Change, reason, effects, pollution control measures etc.
application
France Yes Relevant justification about the modifications.
Greece Yes –
Ireland Yes All information on the alteration directly related to a material change or
increase in emissions or new emission.  Information would be similar to
licence application requirements for changed items.
Italy Yes Report description of the change with an evaluation of expected conse-
quences in terms of emission of pollutants and risk for the environment.
The Netherlands Yes The operator may notify certain modifications in writing in advance.
There are some conditions to be taken into account, see Table 2. In the
otification the intended change in operation is described as well as the
resulting environmental effects.
Portugal Yes The operator must report the changes in operation he is going to imple-
ment and the consequences for the environment.
Spain Yes –
Sweden (A) Yes,  if the change is minor (B) A permit is required if the (A) Report (notification) must contain the information, drawings and
and no detriment of significance change is not minor or detri- technical descriptions that are required for an assessment of the nature,
to human health or to the envi- ment of significance to human extent and environmental impact of the environmentally hazardous acti-
ronment may arise health or the environment may vity or action concerned. The report shall also, to the extent it is needed,
arise contain an environmental impact assessment.
(B) An application in a permit application shall contain:
1. any information, drawings and technical descriptions that are necessa-
ry for an assessment of the nature and scope of the activity or measure;
2. an environmental impact assessment and information about any con-
sultations that have taken place;
3. any information that is necessary for an assessment of compliance with
the general rules of consideration in the Environmental Code;
4. proposals for any protective measures or other precautions that may be
necessary in order to prevent or remedy the adverse effects of the activity;
and
5. proposals for control of the activity. (Compare with chapt.7 in this
report)
The United Kingdom Yes The information is dependent on the change.  Notification of the change
only is required if the change does not require a change in the permit con-
ditions.  Application is made if a change in permit conditions is required.
This application procedure is similar to the procedures described in
chapter 7 in this report.
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What measures are required from the authority to control a change in operation?
Table 14 Competent authority
Austria can change the permit conditions, give new permit conditions and inform the operator that a modified permit is needed. The notificati-
on has to be confirmed (in written) by the authority.
Denmark –
Finland should inspect a plant if needed, check a permit, inform the operator that a new permit is needed if so and negotiate and inform about
further information and investigations needed.
France should inspect a plant, check a permit, change the permit conditions precisely to the changes and inform the operator that a new per-
mit is needed (normally substantial changes).
Greece –
Ireland should inspect a plant, check a permit, change the permit conditions, give new permit conditions, inform the operator that a new permit
is needed and the licence is enforced (criminal prosecution).
Italy should change the permit conditions and give new permit conditions. Competent authority can act if necessary after the evaluation,
confirming or changing permit conditions. Evaluation may include inspections.
The Netherlands The authority has to decide upon a notification. Before doing so, it may check the permit or inspect the site. If the authority agrees with
the notification (see Table 2) it gives a  formal approval. The public is entitled to appeal against the approval before the court. The aut-
hority may refuse the notification, because it sees grounds for reconsideration of the permit.
Portugal should inspect a plant, check a permit and change the permit conditions.
Spain should check a permit. If necessary change the permit conditions, give new permit conditions and inform the operator that a new per-
mit is needed.
Sweden should check a permit and inform the operator that a new permit might be needed. Issue recommendations or orders to take precau-
tionary measures.
The United Kingdom It is dependent on the change. The Competent Authority has discretion.
Can the operator begin the change before these measures have been completed?
Table 15 Yes or no At which stage?
Austria No After confirmation (Within 4 weeks) of the notification
Denmark – –
Finland Yes and No In principle, after approval. Yes or no depending on the situation, the quality and quantity of the change. The operator is
not always competent to decide when a change is to be notified nor to assess whether it is substantial. The notification is
therefore often demanded only after the change is realised.
France No After receiving modified permit.
Greece – –
Ireland No –
Italy No –
The Netherlands No The operator must  wait for a formal approval by the competent authority.
Portugal No –
Spain Yes or no Decided  on a case–by–case basis.
Sweden Yes If the change only requires a notification. At his own risk.
The United Kingdom No 14 days prior notification required for changes not requiring a change to the permit, otherwise an application for vari-
ation is required.  The Competent Authority has up to 4 months to determine a application for variation.
The operator could start to build the change but can not operate until the above procedure is complete.  It would, there-
fore, be at the operator’s risk.
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How is substantial change defined in the legislation in your country?
Table 16
Austria The definition is planed as in Art. 2 (10) b and 12 IPPC Dir.
Denmark The wording “Substantial changes” is only  used to define in which cases the public need to be informed of new applications. In Danish
law the definition of substantial changes is similar to the definition in the IPPC directive. We have not so far been able to come to a clo-
ser definition.
Finland The new Environmental Protection Act (came into force on 1 March 2000) has a definition of substantial change that corresponds to the
definition of Art. 2 (10)(b) as well as covers partly the definition of change in operation as in Art. 2 (10) (a).
France In the Prefect considers that changes threaten any new “danger or nuisance, weather in regard to neighbourhood amenity, public ealth,
safety or sanitation, agriculture, protection of nature and environment or conservation of sites and monuments”.
Greece There is not any particular definition. The application of the term, applied for each case separately.
Ireland Section 88 and 92 of EPA Act.
Italy According to IPPC Directive.
The Netherlands In Dutch law no distinction is made between substantial and non–substantial changes. Neither change in operation nor substantial
hange are defined. See for the relevant distinctions in Dutch law Table 2.
Portugal The definition of substantial change in operation according to the Portuguese Legislation is a change of the characteristics of operation
or an expansion of installation, which may have nocif and significant effects on human beings or the environment namely by increase
the emissions or create new sources of emissions.
Spain Change in operation which in opinion of the competent authority and taken into account the following criteria (may have negative or
significant effects on safety, human health and environment).
a) The technical characteristics of the installation concerned (size and production) the use of natural resources, energy consumption,
the  wastes generated, the level of pollution and risk of accidents.
b) The quality and regenerative capacity of natural resources in the affected geographical area.
c) The characteristics of the effects in relation to criteria a) and b).
Sweden There is no need to define it since the requirements for change in operation in Sweden have a much wider scope.
The United Kingdom Exactly as defined in Article 2 (10)(b).
Has the interpretation of the EIA directive Article 3, concerning effects on human beings and environment, been used
when assessing the concept of substantial change?
Table 17 Yes or no How do these interpretations differ from each others?
Austria No –
Denmark – –
Finland – The threshold for EIA is higher than for a permit.
France Yes They don’t.
Greece Yes –
Ireland No Where there is a material change or increase in emissions or a new major emission then a review is necessary.
Italy Yes They do not differ.
The Netherlands No –
Portugal Yes The criteria in Annex III of the EIA Directive can be a useful tool to select the concept of substantial changes under the
IPPC Directive. Where cases fall within the scope of the two Directives a screening phase can contribute to the efficiency
of the decision.
Spain Yes –
Sweden No –
The United Kingdom No It has not been transposed directly into the regulations, but the similar criteria are used by the Competent Authority.
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What are, according to the opinion of the authorities, significant negative effects on human beings or the environ-
ment?  Do you have specific criteria or do you determine on a case by case basis?  (Article 2 (10) (b))
Table 18 Case by case assessment Significant negative effects on human beings Significant negative effects on the environment
Austria Yes – –
Denmark – – –
Finland – a) increased risk of contamination of water Same as significant negative effects on human
(ground water included), air and soil. beings.
b) pollution above national or WHO guidance • Increased risk for eutrophication of waters.
• Increase of emissions, wastes, noise.
Damage to nature, landscape or recreational
values.
France Yes – –
Greece Yes – –
Ireland Air quality guidelines are exceeded or other Those that are predicted to or measured to
standards available. exceed relevant standard for the WQS or AQS
in the receiving environment.
Italy Yes – –
The Netherlands In Dutch law significant effects on human – –
beings or on the environment as such is
not a criterion that is used when an aut-
hority assesses a change of operation.
The relevant sections of the Environmental
Management Act which were revised recent-
ly state that changes with negative effects
to the environment may be notified under
the condition that these changes are in
accordance with the permit requirements.
The authority that receives such a notifica-
tion may however decide that a reconside-
ration of the permit is needed.
Portugal – Increase of danger raw materials for human Increase of the emissions or new emissions.
beings.
Spain – Change in operation which in opinion of the Change in operation which in opinion of the
competent authority and taken into account competent authority and taken into account
the following criteria (may have negative or the following criteria (may have negative or
significant effects on safety, human health an- significant effects on safety, human health and
d environment). environment).
a) The technical characteristics of the installa- a) The technical characteristics of the instal-
tion concerned (size and production) the use lation concerned (size and production) the
of natural resources, energy consumption, use of natural resources, energy consump
the wastes generated, the level of pollution tion, the wastes generated, the level of pol-
and risk of accidents. lu tion and risk of accidents.
b) The quality and regenerative capacity of na- b) The quality and regenerative capacity of
tural resources in the affected geographical natural resources in the affected geograp-
area. hical area.
c) The characteristics of the effects in relation c) The characteristics of the effects in relation
to criteria a) and b). to criteria a) and b).
Sweden Yes – –
The United Kingdom Yes – –
Comments:
The United Kingdom: There are no specific criteria, each case is adjudged on it’s own.  The Environment Agency has guidance on how to asses if there are signifi-
cant negative effects to ensure consistency across the Agency
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Do you provide instructions to authorities on how to assess substantial change?
Table 19 Yes or no What kind of instructions?
Austria No Informal exchange of technical experience; conference at least once a year.
Denmark No –
Finland No –
France Yes Case–by–case instruction.
Greece No –
Ireland – –
Italy Yes Regulatory guides are planned to enforce IPPC provisions (Art. 15).
The Netherlands No –
Portugal No –
Spain Yes We are preparing national guides for different industrial sector.
Sweden No –
The United Kingdom No Guidance is provided. The operator has right of appeal against authority.
How are the necessary measures carried out so that the operator does not begin to make any changes in the installa-
tion, in a case of substantial change, without the permit required by the directive?
Table 20
Austria By sanctions (fines, coercive measures…)
Denmark As I mentioned before it is legally prohibited to operate without a permit. The authorities must bring unlawful activities to an end either
by using administrative enforcement or by reporting the matter to the police.
Finland Normally the operator is aware of the need for notification or new permit. But it happens that a change, even substantial, is made
without notification.
The operator is not always competent to decide when a change is to be notified nor to assess whether it is substantial. The notification
is therefore often demanded only after the change is realised.
France General prohibition. Enforcement by penalties.
Greece –
Ireland The licence is enforced.
Italy Making changes without permit is not allowed. Inspection procedures are available.
The Netherlands The compliance with the relevant rules on changes in operation is checked by the authorities within the frame work of their normal day
to day inspection activities.
Portugal The competent authority can make an inspection or check the permit and verify if the conditions were changed.
Spain –
Sweden An operator infringing the above mentioned provisions is liable to pay a fine or to be sentenced to maximum of two years imprison-
ment. The supervisory authorities (county administrative boards or municipalities) shall take any measures that are necessary to ensu-
re that faults are corrected (injunctions [orders] or prohibitions).
The United Kingdom The regulations do not allow the substantial change to come into operation until the varied permit is brought into effect.
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What measures must the authority take to supervise substantial changes?
Table 21 make an inspection check the change or give some requires a other procedure
of a site permit new permit conditions new permit
Austria Not mandatory yes yes – –
Denmark yes yes yes Yes –
Finland yes yes – yes Check the operator’s reports (monthly by
big polluters, quarterly or annual).
Remind the operator of the notification
obligation and make appropriate questi-
ons at any event of negotiations.
France yes yes yes yes –
Greece yes yes yes – –
Ireland yes yes yes yes yes
Italy – – yes yes –
The Netherlands yes yes – – –
Portugal yes yes yes yes –
Spain yes yes yes If necessary –
Sweden – yes yes yes –
The United Kingdom Can be used Can be used Always required A new or revised permit –
is always required.
Comments:
Italy: Competent authority can act if necessary after the evaluation, confirming or changing permit conditions. Evaluation may include inspections.
The Netherlands: If an operator does not apply for an amendment of the permit in case of a change in operation that according to the law should lead to an
amendment  of the permit, he violates this law and the authority may start enforcement actions aiming at terminating the illegal change.
The United Kingdom: Any or a combination of the above can be used pendant on the assessment of the competent authority. A new or revised permit is always re-
quired.
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Is it usually a permit condition, or the whole permit, that is changed in the situation of substantial change?
Table 22 Alternates with A permit condition The whole permit A new permit is given for
 case–by–case is changed  is changed the process unit in question
Austria – yes – –
Denmark That depends on the situation. – – –
In some cases the whole permit
is changed. In other cases the
permit is specifically covering
the changes.
Finland – – Yes Yes
France – – Yes –
Greece – Yes – –
Ireland – – If required, but not all conditions –
will require change.
Italy Both procedures are possible. – – –
Defined on a case–by–case basis
The Netherlands Yes May apply whenever the change had very –
broad implications for the content of the
permit.  Also more permits have already
been granted to the said establishment,
the competent authority may, at its own
discretion or on request, decide that a
permit must be applied for the said modi-
fication and for the operation after such
modification has taken place, of the entire
establishment or parts thereof with which
the said modifications are concerned.
Portugal Both are allowed depending on the – – –
substantial change.
Spain Case–by–case – – –
Sweden – – Yes –
The United Kingdom – Conditions are changed – –
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Will the substantial change have an effect on other possible permits of the installation?
Table 23 No Yes, in which cases?
Austria – –
Denmark – Sometimes
Finland – The authority responsible for the Seveso Convention (TUKES)
France – E.g. new buildings.
Greece – Operation permit
Ireland Single permit –
Italy – If a Seveso Directive related installation, for example.
The Netherlands – A change in operation may lead to a change of the environmental permit and may at the same time also be relevant for
the pollution of Surface Waters permit.
Portugal – When the substantial change has other effects than environmental effects. In this case the competent authorities are
not Environmental Authorities.
Spain Not necessary –
Sweden – –
The United Kingdom – It is possible. A substantial change in one permit could have an effect on the environment as a whole.
This possibility is considered by the competent authority in determining the application for variation
Comments:
Austria: Maybe; decisions are made on a case–by–case basis; a concentrated procedure at federal level is planed > only one permit for the installation.
Sweden: Not relevant. Sweden also has an integrated permit system which covers most of the relevant directives.
How is it ensured that the application is available to the public?
Table 24 Comments:
Austria The authority makes the documents available to the public during a period of 6 weeks.
Denmark –
Finland The authority makes the documents available to the public during a period of 30 days.
France –
Greece 4 The application is sent to the Prefecture’s council. There is a newspaper (or radio etc.) announcement for a 30 days period for com-
ments, proposals, etc. After that the Prefecture’s Connrie organise a session in which all the parts take place (authorities, administra-
tion, industry, parliament representatives, local representatives, etc.)
Ireland 1 As considered necessary.
Italy –
The Netherlands 5 Deposition of the application and draft order for inspection.
Portugal 3 A notice board is placed in the competent authority’s and municipality’s Headquarters.
Spain Not decided yet. To be developed in the Regulation after the law is adopted.
Sweden –
The United Kingdom 2 When considered by the regulator to be in the public interest  (e.g. for contentious applications)
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At what stage of the process are the documents made available to the public?
Table 25 Comments:
Austria –
Denmark The application must be made available for the public as soon as possible.
Finland After checking and acceptance by the authority. In case the application does not give adequate information additional information is
demanded before made available to the public.
France –
Greece See Table 24.
Ireland –
Italy C.A. notices to the applicant the starting date of the procedure. In 15 days applicant must notice to public, by national newspapers, the
geographic position of the installation and the name of the owner. Moreover the office where documents will be available must be an-
nounced. Interested parties can send comments and criticisms to C.A. within 30 days after the public notice  issuing. Copy of the autho-
risation (and following modifications) must be made available to public in the office chosen by the applicant.
The Netherlands The authority shall prepare a draft decision as soon as possible. In general the authority shall send the draft to the applicant and the
other administrative authorities involved within twelve weeks of receiving the application.  No later than two weeks after the sending of
the draft information of the draft shall simultaneously be given by:
deposit for inspection;
a communication in one or more newspapers or free local papers such that the intended object is achieved as far as possible;
a communication in the Government Gazette, in cases where an authority of the central or provincial government is the administrative
authority.
Portugal –
Spain –
Sweden –
The United Kingdom Any supplementary information provided and any responses to the application are also made available to the public.
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Who has the right to participate in the permit procedure in cases of a change in operation, and in what capacity?
Table 26 Industrial Supervising Other Neighbours Parties with The general NGOs Authorities in NGOs or the Other
operator  authority authorities specific public a neighbour general public
interest country in a neighbour
country
Austria 1 – – – – – – – – – –
Denmark Initiation 2 Initiation Appeal Expression Expression Expression Expression – – –
of opinion of opinion of opinion ? of opinion
Finland Initiation Initiation Expression Initiation Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression –
Expression Expression of opinion Expression of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion
of opinion of opinion Appeal of opinion Appeal Appeal Appeal
Appeal Appeal Appeal
France Initiation Initiation Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression –
Appeal of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion
Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal
Greece 3 Initiation Initiation Initiation – – – – – – –
Ireland Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression
of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion
Italy Initiation Initiation Initiation Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Expression Expression –
Appeal Other right Other right Other right of opinion of opinion
Other right
The Nether- Initiation – Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression –
lands Expression of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion
of opinion Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal
Appeal
Portugal 4 – – – – – – – – – –
Spain Initiation Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression –
of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion
Sweden Initiation Initiation Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression
Expression Expression of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion 5 of opinion of opinion 6
of opinion of opinion Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal 5 Appeal 6
Appeal Appeal
The United Initiation Expression (Expression (Expression (Expression (Expression (Expression (Expression (Expression –
Kingdom Expression of opinion of opinion) of opinion) of opinion) of opinion) of opinion) of opinion) of opinion)
of opinion Initiation (Appeal) (Appeal) (Appeal) (Appeal) (Appeal)
Appeal
Comments:
Austria: 1 For a change in operation there is no permit procedure foreseen.
Denmark: 2 as part in the process. This is completely new for us, and we have not yet had any cases.
Greece:  3 See Table 24.
Ireland:  An oral hearing may be convened at the discretion of the Agency on issues of national importance.
Italy:  Right to participate is regulated in accordance with the Århus Convention requirements.
The Netherlands:  The answers, given in Table 26,  to the question apply to cases where a change in operation must according to Dutch law lead to a change of
the permit (or a new permit). In some cases however a change in operation may only have to be notified. In such cases no permit procedure takes place.
Portugal: 4 No participation can be done in a change of operation.
Sweden: 5 The Nordic Environment Protection Convention.
6 Neighbours in a neighbour country (The Nordic Environment Protection Convention).
Pursuant to the provisions concerning examination of environmentally hazardous activities: The county administrative board shall hold a meeting with persons
affected by the matter and arrange an on–site inspection if this is necessary for the purposes of the investigation. The environmental court shall, when the case
is ready for the main hearing, fix a time and place for it.
The United Kingdom: A change in operation does not normally involve a consultation exercise. If a few cases,  when the regulator considers it is in the public inte-
rest (because of public comment on the installation) to carry out a consultation exercise. In this case, the organisation/people in brackets above have the tight to
participate and public meetings can be part of the procedure.
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Who has the right to participate in the permit procedure in cases of a substantial change?
Table 27 Industrial Supervising Other Neighbours Parties with The general NGOs Authorities in NGOs or the Other
operator  authority authorities specific public a neighbour general public
interest country in a neighbour
country
Austria Initiation Initiation 1 – Expression Expression Expression – Expression Expression –
Expression  of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion 2
of opinion Appeal Appeal Appeal 3
Appeal
Denmark Initiation Initiation Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression –
of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion
Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal
Finland Initiation Initiation Expression Initiation Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression –
Expression Expression of opinion Expression of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion
of opinion of opinion Appeal of opinion Appeal Appeal
Appeal Appeal Appeal
France Initiation Initiation Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression –
Appeal of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion
Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal
Greece Initiation Initiation Initiation Expression Expression Expression Expression – – –
of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinionof opinion
Ireland Initiation Initiation Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression
Expression Expression of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion
of opinion of opinion Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal
Appeal Appeal
Italy 4 Initiation Initiation Initiation Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Other right –
Appeal of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion
Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal
The Nether- Initiation – Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression –
lands Expression of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion
of opinion Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal
Appeal
Portugal Initiation – Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression –
of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion
Spain Initiation Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression –
of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion
Sweden Initiation Initiation Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression
Expression Expression of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion
of opinion of opinion Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal
Appeal Appeal
The United Initiation Initiation Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression Expression –
Kingdom Expression Expression of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion of opinion
of opinion of opinion Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal Appeal
Appeal Initiation
Comments:
Austria: 1 permitting authority, 2 in cases of reciprocity for Non–EU–MS, 3 in cases of reciprocity
Italy: 4 Right to participate is regulated in accordance with the Århus Convention requirements.
Portugal: They can consult the permit procedure and can make a written opinion. An appellant can appeal to the court against the decision (but not with a draft
of a decision).
The United Kingdom: Some bodies are statutory consultees, whereas others have the same rights to participate as the general public.  The regulator, however, is
bound to take into account all relevant comments received – whatever the source.
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What documents are required in cases of change in operation?
Table 28 The instal- The raw The energy The sources The condi- The nature The signi- The proposed The mea- Further Measures
lation and and auxi- used in the of emissions tions of the and quanti- ficant effects technology sures reco- measures planned to
its activities liary mate-  installation from the site of the ties of fore- of the emis- and other very of waste planned to monitor
rials and installation installation seeable sions on the techniques generated comply emissions
other subs- emissions environment for preventing by the instal- with the in the en-
tances used from the or reducing lation general vironment
in or genera- installation emissions principles
ted by the into each from the as provided
installation medium installation for in Article 3
Austria 1 – – – – – – – – – – –
Denmark Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Finland Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
France Yes No No No No Yes No No No No No
Greece Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes No No
Ireland Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Italy No No No No No No No No No No No
The Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Nether-
lands
Portugal Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Spain No No No No No No No No No No No
Sweden Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
The Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
United
Kingdom
Comments:
Austria: 1 decision on a case–by–case
Denmark: Please notice that the above mentioned information are only needed when the changes need a permit. In that case a full application must be sent to
the authority.
Ireland: Not all of this information will be required all the time.
Italy: In cases of a change in operation: a description of the change with quantification of changed conditions.
Portugal: All the documentation required in a new environmental permit (Art. 6 of the Directive) are also required in cases of a change in operation or in cases
of substantial changes. All the documentation which has been changed in relation to the previous situation (It is decided case–by–case).
The United Kingdom: These documents are all only required where it is appropriate.  If there is NO change from the original application, the documents are not
required to be submitted again. The UK has 3 types of change:
Notification of a change that does not have a significant negative effect on the environment and does not require any changes in the permit conditions.
A change that does not have a significant negative effect on the environment, but requires a changes to one or more conditions in the permit.
A change that meets the definition of substantial change as given in the Directive
Case 1 above is only a notification and does not normally require any of the supporting information indicated.
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What documents are required in cases of substantial change?
Table 29 The instal- The raw The energy The sources The condi- The nature The signi- The proposed The mea- Further Measures
lation and and auxi- used in the of emissions tions of the and quanti- ficant effects technology sures reco- measures planned to
its activities liary mate-  installation from the site of the ties of fore- of the emis- and other very of waste planned to monitor
rials and installation installation seeable sions on the techniques generated comply emissions
other subs- emissions environment for preventing by the instal- with the in the en-
tances used from the or reducing lation general vironment
in or genera- installation emissions principles
ted by the into each from the as provided
installation medium installation for in Article 3
Austria Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Denmark Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes
Finland Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
France Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Greece Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Ireland Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Italy Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
The Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Nether-
lands
Portugal Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Spain Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Sweden Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
The Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
United
Kingdom
Comments:
Austria: As far  as relevant for the planned change.
Denmark: Please notice that the above mentioned information are only needed when the changes need a permit. In that case a full application must be sent to
the authority.
Portugal: All the documentation required in a new environmental permit (Art. 6 of the Directive) are also required in cases of change in operation or in cases of
substantial changes. All the documentation which has been changed in relation to the previous situation (It is decided case–by–case).
The United Kingdom: These documents are all only required where it is appropriate.  If there is NO change from the original application, the documents are not
required to be submitted again.
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Does your country have a standard for BAT?
Table 30 No Yes
Austria – Several waste water emission ordinances (e.g. for breweries, fishery,
pulp industry …) ordinances with emission limit values for certain
sectors (e.g. glass, large combustion plants, cement, iron and steel…).
Denmark x –
Finland There are only some non-binding guidance for certain sme- –
sectors and some Council of State decisions for emissions to air.
France – –
Greece x –
Ireland – See attachment 2 list of BATNEEC notes.
Italy – Industries discharging liquid effluent into Venice lagoon.
The Netherlands There is no overall standard that deals with all environmental –
effects of an installation. However for emissions into air and
for discharges into surface waters guidelines exist and are
widely used by the permitting authorities.
Portugal x –
Spain – 14 IPPC activities
Sweden x –
The United Kingdom – All industries covered by the Directive and any industries previously
subject to similar regulations.
Comments:
France: National sectorial new limit values by pollutant or by branch derived from BAT considerations.
How is the standard taken into consideration in cases of change in operation?
Table 31
Austria New condition are based on state of art technologies.
Denmark Changes in operation will always be assessed in relation to the general guidelines.
Finland Case–by–case in the permitting procedure.
France At local level on case of new permit (substantial changes). National see above (in: previous question).
Greece –
Ireland As per the regulations on granting of new licences.
Italy BAT are characterised by emission limits. Industrial operator can select his own BAT giving demonstration of compliance to the limits.
The Netherlands The Guidelines (see Table 31) are legally not fully binding. Normally they are taken into account (for new and for existing installations)
but permitting authorities may decide not to follow the guidelines if this is necessary on environmental grounds.
Portugal In change of operation the operator must accomplish the emission limit values which are in Portuguese legislation taking into account:
– The technical characteristics of the installations
– Geographical location
– Local environmental conditions
Spain No experience yet.
Sweden –
The United The regulator considers the proposals against the BREF document (if available) and national guidance.  The regulator then reaches an
Kingdom informed opinion that the proposals represent BAT before the change can come into operation.
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How will it be ensured that the BAT requirements are followed in changed permit conditions when the whole or a part
of the operation is changed? Are there some problems which are related to the requirements of the best available
techniques in cases of a change in operation?
Table 32 If so, what kinds of problems?
Austria – –
Denmark – –
Finland Case-by-case in the permitting procedure. Obsolete BAT standards and fixed technical requirements are a threat
to innovative progress. Remaining substantial environmental effects
despite of decrease in emissions. The threshold to update the permit
might be high.
France – Existing installations can be old.
Greece – –
Ireland IPC licence is enforced. N/A
Italy Maximum emission values are set by BAT. Cross media  effect evaluation and cost evaluation to be regulated.
The Netherlands European BAT documents will probably be incorporated in the –
Dutch Guidelines and thereby get the same status. No final decision
has been taken yet.
Portugal Case-by-case. –
Spain No experience yet. –
Sweden The licensing authorities will determine BAT in the specific case. No
The United Each case is considered individually to ensure the whole installation None have been encountered so far.
Kingdom meets the requirements of BAT.
How is it ensured that the competent authorities periodically reconsider and, where necessary, update permit condi-
tions?
Table 33
Austria By legal obligations (the initiative lies with the operator, the authority has the power to control and - if necessary - update by imposing
further measures).
Denmark According to Danish law all IPPC installations must be revised regularly and at least every 10 years. The authorities are responsible for the
revaluation and must therefore take the initiative. These rules has just come into force 1 November 1999.
Finland The new Environment Protection Act ensures periodical review.
France • Sectoral requirements for updating limit values of emissions at a national level.
• Planning of inspections.
Greece Legislation: Law 2510/97 for the granting of Operation permit
Ireland The IPC licence is enforced.  Regular audit and inspection.  Licence may be review any time after three years.
Italy CA  updates permits every five years and in the Art. 13 of the IPPC Directive cases.
The Netherlands The competent authority is under the law obliged to monitor regularly whether the restrictions and regulations to which a licence is subject
are adequate in the light of developments in the technological possibilities for protecting the environment and in the quality of the environ-
ment and update the permit on these grounds when necessary.
Portugal Portuguese legislation requires compulsory revision of permits for a period of 10 years. Nevertheless the competent authority can reconsider
and update the conditions of the permit by mean of:
• Inspection the installation
• Analysing the monitoring reports from the operator
• Receiving citizens or NGOs complains an accident occurs
Spain There is a provision on the law to review permits periodically in a period no longer than 10 years in any case and before in any event where:
• The pollution caused..
..etc.
Sweden When ten years have elapsed since the decision granting a permit entered into force the licensing authority may revise a permit.
The United All the requirements of the Directive are transposed into the regulations.  Guidance is issued to the authorities on how often reviews are
Kingdom undertaken in each industrial sector as a minimum, if there are no instances that require a review before this time period has elapsed.
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Under which situations is a permit condition or the permit changed?
Table 34 Change in Substantial Reconsidering Emission limit BAT is changed Changing the New legislation Other reason
operation change the permit values are techniques
conditions revised because of safety
Austria Seldom Very usual – – – – – –
Denmark – – x x z x x –
Finland Seldom Usual Very usual 1 Usual Remains to be seen Never 2 Usual –
France Seldom Seldom Very usual Very usual Seldom Usual Very usual –
Greece Seldom Usual Usual Seldom – Usual Usual –
Ireland 3 3 Very usual Very usual 3 3 3 –
Italy – – – – – – – –
The Netherlands Seldom Very usual Usual Very usual Usual Usual Very usual –
Portugal Seldom Very usual Seldom Usual Usual Usual Usual –
Spain Seldom Usual Usual Usual Usual Very usual Very usual
Sweden Very usual Very usual Very usual Seldom Seldom Seldom Seldom Seldom 4
The United Usual Very usual Usual Very usual Very usual Seldom Very usual Seldom
Kingdom
Comments:
Austria: Decision on a case–by–case basis.
Finland: 1 a) application deadline stipulated in the permit
b) a permit condition is changed according to an investigation stipulated in the permit
2  (Belongs to the responsibility of another authority, TUKES).
Ireland:  3 Where there is a substantial material change, increased emission, new emission.
Italy:  The question  in Table 34 presumes a consolidated experience of IPPC endorsement.
Sweden:  4 Where the activity is responsible to a significant extent for an infringement of an environmental quality standard.
If the applicant for the permit misled the authority issuing the permit by supplying incorrect information or omitting to supply information that was relevant to
the permit or the conditions.
If the terms of the permit that relates to the activity or measure have not been complied with.
If the use of a new technology for measuring or estimating pollution levels or other environmental impacts would significantly improve the possibility of control-
ling the activity.
If the activity takes place, entirely or to a significant extent, in an area subject to a prohibition imposed by a rule or decision pursuant to the Environmental
Code. (The Government may issue rules or decisions for a certain part of the country prohibiting the discharge of wastewater, solid mater or gas from land,
building or structures or the depositing of solid mater if such activities may lead to pollution or adverse impact on water areas, land or groundwater.)
The United Kingdom:
Operational safety is usually controlled by the Health and Safety regulator,  who are a separate regulator to the Environment Agency.
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For how long is an updated permit valid?
Table 35 Permit has a Permit has no Permit can be Other Is it stated in the permit Does your legislation
time limit time limit reviewed at document when the permit prevent the authority from
any time comes under review? changing the permit during a
Yes No specific time period?
Austria – Generally At any time - if – – Generally No
necessary - addi-
tional conditions
can be imposed in
certain cases.
Denmark – x – – x – 1 Yes
Finland (5-10 years in x In cases a subs- – x – No
practice) time tantial change is
limit set in the foreseen
permit for a
new application
France – Excepted for x – – In certain circums- No, but rights of the opera-
some specific tances some special tor have to be taken in
activities e.g.: waste requirements may be account.
facilities specified with a time
limit review.
Greece 5 years – In case of serious – x – No
pollution
Ireland – – – Minimum time – x See above
is three years
unless material
change, increa-
sed or new
emission.
Italy 5 years. For – x – Will be – No
EMAS registered
plants 8 years
The Netherlands – x x – In some – No
cases; there
is no legislative
instruction
Portugal 10 years – x – x – 2
Spain 10 years – – – x – No
Sweden Permits may be x See above 3 – x No
valid for a limi- Table 34.
ted period x
The United Kingdom – x x 4 As required – – No
by Article 13 (2)
Comments:
Denmark: 1 We have a period of immunity for 8 years from the date of the permit.
Portugal: 2 If the conditions are not changed the permit has a time of 10 years limit. The consideration of the update permit conditions shall be undertaken if:
the pollution caused by the installations is of such significance that the existing emission limit values need to be revised or new values need to be included in the
permit, the operational safety of the process or activity requires other techniques to be used, - there are new provisions of legislation.
Sweden: 3 A permit can be revoked if e.g. the applicant for the permit has misled the authority by supplying incorrect information or  omitting to supply informa-
tion that is relevant  to the permit or to the conditions attached thereto. A permit or condition that relates to the activity is not complied with and the discrepan-
cy is not inconsiderable. The activity causes significant adverse effects which were not anticipated when the permit  was granted for the activity. It is necessary
for fulfilment of Sweden’s obligations as a Member State of the European Union.
The United Kingdom: 4 There is guidance as to how frequently the permits for each sector should be reviewed as a minimum.  Article 13 (2) means that most per-
mits are reviewed more frequently than this minimum.
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How does the competent authority become aware of unreported changes in operation?
Table 36 Monitoring by the operator Inspection/control by the authority Detected by the public By another means
Austria – In some cases In some cases –
Denmark In some cases In some cases Usually In some cases
Finland In some cases In some cases In some cases Negotiating some other issue
and public news.
France In some cases Usually In some cases In some cases
Greece – In some cases In some cases –
Ireland Usually Usually No No
Italy Usually In some cases – –
The Netherlands In some cases Usually In some cases –
Portugal In some cases Usually In some cases –
Spain Usually In some cases In some cases –
Sweden In some cases In some cases In some cases No
The United Kingdom – In some cases In some cases Notification by another
regulatory authority.
Comments:
The United Kingdom: It is a requirement of the regulations, that all changes in operation are notified or permitted prior to coming into effect.  An unreported
change would, therefore be an offence and likely to result in enforcement action being taken by the regulator against the permit holder.
What steps does the authority take, if the operator has not reported a change in operation?
In cases of a change in operation, the authority.
Table 37 Negotiates requests a notification requires a permit apply a sanction Other actions
in writing or ask penalties
Austria – Yes – – –
Denmark – – – – –
Finland Yes Yes Yes –
France – Yes – penalties may be asked –
Greece – Yes Yes – –
Ireland – Yes Yes – –
Italy – Yes – – CA can report to enforcement
authorities if the change is eva-
luated worth of authorisation
update. Violation of permit con-
dition get to fines.
The Netherlands – Yes – The authority may also want –
to start enforcement actions
(apply a sanction).
Portugal – Yes – – –
Spain Yes – – – –
Sweden – Yes Yes – See above Table 3.
The United Kingdom – – – – The action can vary dependent
on the scope of the change.
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What steps does the authority take, if the operator has not reported the change in cases of substantial change?
Table 38 Negotiates Requests a notification Requires a permit Takes coercive measures Makes a report of an offence to
in writing an enforcement authority
Austria – – Yes – –
Denmark – – – – –
Finland Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
France – Yes Yes Yes Yes
Greece – Yes Yes – –
Ireland – Yes Yes Yes –
Italy – Yes Yes Yes Yes
The Netherlands – – Yes Yes Yes
Portugal – – Yes Yes Yes
Spain Yes Yes Yes Yes –
Sweden – – Yes Yes Yes
The United Kingdom – – – – This situation has never been
known to occur.  It is  most likely
that the permit holder would be
prosecuted.
Which are the most common coercive measures in cases of substantial change?
Table 39 the threat of a fine the threat that remedial orders that the activities cancellation of Other actions
action will be ordered done must be temporarily the permit
at the defaulter’s expense stopped
Austria Yes – Yes – –
Denmark Yes Yes Yes – –
Finland Yes Yes Yes – Confiscation
France Yes Yes Yes By court –
Greece – Yes Yes – –
Ireland Yes Yes Yes – –
Italy – – – Yes –
The Netherlands Yes Yes Yes – –
Portugal Yes Yes Yes Yes –
Spain Yes Yes Yes Yes –
Sweden Yes – – – Injunctions, see above
Table 3.
The United Kingdom 1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Comments:
The United Kingdom: 1 Any of these actions can be used either singly or in combination.  The regulator can take the appropriate action that is proportionate to
the offence.
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Do you have clear procedures on how authorities are to act in these cases? What kind of procedures?
Table 40
Austria Yes,  according to the Administrative Criminal Law.
Denmark Yes,  we have guidelines on enforcement
Finland Yes,  principles and procedures are clear but the reactivity depends on the authority.
France Yes
Greece No
Ireland Yes, the EPA has internal procedures documented and operated to accredited ISO 9000 standards.
Italy Yes, existing law.
The Netherlands No,  to a large extent to the discretion of the authority.
Portugal Yes, however the decisions are made case–by–case. The procedures are written in National General law and in the IPPC legislation.
Spain No
Sweden Yes, injunctions, see above Table 3, and also a legal obligation to report infringements to the police/prosecutor.
The United Kingdom Yes, environment Agency has a clear and well publicised “Enforcement and Prosecution Policy”.
What are the biggest problems in cases of change in operation in your country (in your opinion)?
Table 41
Austria –
Denmark For Denmark the biggest problem is to define in what cases public must be informed.
Finland See Table 32: Obsolete BAT–standards and fixed technical requirements are a threat to innovative progress. Remaining substantial
environmental effects despite of decrease in emissions. The threshold to update the permit might be high.
Note also insufficient supervising manpower.
France Occurrence of changes in plants and task generated for the inspectorate.
Greece –
Ireland –
Italy Existing authorisation procedures often determine permits based on limits in concentration at the emission points.
The IPPC approach requires the consideration of the whole manufacturing process and will allows a better management of the changes.
But a good management will only be based on a technical sound screening procedure of changes worth of an evaluation.
The Netherlands –
Portugal The biggest problems in cases of a change in operation are to define the border between what is a change in operation or what is a
substantial change.
Spain The capacity of the competent authority to supervise those changes.
Sweden What is a minor change, not requiring a new permit pursuant to the Swedish legislation.
The United Kingdom 1. The definition of existing installation is clear in the Directive, but Article 12 (2) requires a permit for a substantial change to be in
place prior to the change coming into effect. This appears to apply even if it is an existing installation and the change comes into effect
prior to 30 October 2000.
2. Changes are split into substantial and others by the directive. The UK found they had to be split into 3 to take account that some
changes of operation made need a change in permit conditions whereas others would not. (See comments in Tables 28–29.)
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Annex II. Confirmed agenda of the Seminar.
Sunday, 12th of December, Finnish Environment Institute
Arrival of participants 19.00 Traditional Finnish Christmas Party
at the Finnish Environment Institute.
Monday, 13th of December, Finnish Environment Institute.
Dr. Mikael Hildén is the chairman of the seminar.
09.00 Registration
09.30 Opening (Juha Kämäri)
09.50 Presentation of the Seminar Topics (Mika Seppälä)
10.10 The Viewpoint of the Finnish Industry (Anu Karessuo)
10.30 Coffee
10.50 Results of the Analyses of the Questionnaire (Marianne Lindström)
11.50 General Discussion of the Main Points of the Questionnaire
12.50 Lunch
13.50 Working Groups, Session I
14.50 Coffee
15.10 Working in Groups continues
16.00 Report Back on Working Group I,  Legal Base
16.30 Report Back on  Working Group II, Application and Supervision
17.00 Closing the First Day
20.00 Dinner
Tuesday, 14th of December, Finnish Environment Institute.
09.00 Presentation of IMPEL NETWORK (Terry Shears)
09.20 Working Groups, Session II
10.30 Coffee
10.40 Working in Groups continues
11.30 Report Back on  Working Group III, Change in Operation
12.30 Lunch
13.30 Report Back on Working Group IV, Substantial Change
14.30 Key Difficulties of Handling the Changes in Industrial Operations
15.00 Suggestions for Good Practice
15.30 Conclusions and Proposals for Further Work
16.00 Closing the Seminar and Coffee
16.15 Transportation to the Helsinki City
Traditional Finnish Christmas Party.
Finnish Environment Institute on Sunday, 12th of December 1999.
19.00 Arrival
19.10 Welcome and Presentation of the Participants
19.30 Finnish Traditional Christmas Dinner
20.30 Finnish Christmas Traditions and Songs
21.00 Santa Claus
21.30 Free Celebration and Sauna
23.30 Transportation by taxi to the Hotel
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Annex III. List of Participants in Impel seminar in Helsinki
12.-14.12.1999.
Person Institution Adress Phone or Fax Email
Andrea Jungwirth Bundesministerium für Stubenring, 1 A-1010 0043-1-71100- 5811 andrea.jungwirth@bmwa.gv.at
Wirtschaftliche Angelegenheiten VIENNA, AUSTRIA DW 0043-1-7142718
Astrid Merl Ministry of the Environment Stubenbastei 5, A-1010 0043-1-51-522-2131 astrid.merl@bmu.gv.at
VIENNA, AUSTRIA 0043-1-51-522-7122
Susanne Andersén Environmental Protection Agency Strandgade 29 0045-32660490 SMA@MST.DK
KÖBENHAVN, DANMARK 0045-32660372
Terence Shears European Commission Rue de la Loi 200 B-1049 0032-2-2994383 terence.shears@cec.eu.int
Brussels, BELGIUM  0032-2-2991070
Rafael Bärlund Finnish Environment Institute Kesäkatu 6 00358-9-403000 rbarlund@abo.fi
00250 HELSINKI, FINLAND
Emelie Enckell Uusimaa Environment Centre Asemapäällikönk. 14 00358-9-14888200 emelie. enckell@vyh.fi
00520 HELSINKI, FINLAND 00358-9-14888295
Markku Hietamäki Ministry of Environment Kasarmikatu 25 00358-9-19919703 markku.hietamäki@vyh.fi
00130 HELSINKI, FINLAND 00358-9-19919453
Mikael Hildén Finnish Environment Institute Kesäkatu 6 00358-9-40300335 mikael.hilden@vyh.fi
00250 HELSINKI, FINLAND 00358-9-40300382
Antero Honkasalo Ministry of Environment Kasarmikatu 25 00358-9-19919345 antero.honkasalo@vyh.fi
00130 HELSINKI, FINLAND 00358-9-19919453
Juha Kämäri Finnish Environment Institute Kesäkatu 6 00358-9-40300771 juha.kamari@vyh.fi
00250 HELSINKI, FINLAND 00358-9-40300790
Hannele Kärkinen Uusimaa Environment Centre Asemapäällikönk. 14 00358-9-14888226 hannele.karkinen@vyh.fi
00520 HELSINKI, FINLAND 00358-9-14888295
Marianne Lindström Finnish Invironment Institute Kesäkatu 6 00358-9-40300339 marianne.lindstrom@vyh.fi
00250 HELSINKI, FINLAND 00358-9-40300391
Pirjo Mäkinen Hämeen Environment Centre Birger Jaarlinkatu 13 00358-3-2420572 pirjo.makinen@vyh.fi
13100 HÄMEENLINNA, FINLAND 00358-3-2420556
Pirjo-Liisa Nurmela Environment Centre of Western Koulukatu 19 00358-6-3675361 pirjo-liisa.nurmela@vyh.fi
Finland 65101 VAASA, FINLAND 00358-6-3675251
Anna-Leena Manner Finnish Environment Institute Kesäkatu 6 00358-9-40300332 anna-leena.manner@vyh.fi
00250 HELSINKI, FINLAND 00358-9-40300382
Jaana Pennanen Finnish Environment Institute Kesäkatu 6 00358-9-40300393 jaana.pennanen@vyh.fi
00250 HELSINKI, FINLAND 00358-9-40300382
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Person Institution Adress Phone or Fax Email
Elise Sahivirta Finnish Environment Institute Kesäkatu 6 00358-9-40300336 elise.sahivirta@vyh.fi
00250 HELSINKI, FINLAND 00358-9-40300382
Sauli Viitasaari Ministry of Environment Kasarmikatu 25 00358-9-19919695 sauli.viitasaari@vyh.fi
00130 HELSINKI, FINLAND 00358-9-19919453
Mika Seppälä Ministry of Environment Kasarmikatu 25 00358-9-19919325 mika.seppala@vyh.fi
00130 HELSINKI, FINLAND 00358-9-19919453
Frederic Lehman DRIRE 2 Rue Antoine Charial 0033-437914444 frederic.lehman@industrie.gouv.fr
69426 LYON, FRANCE 0033-437912800
Giuseppe Cascio ANPA Via.V. Brancati, 48 0039-06-50072002 cascio@dns.anpa.it
00144 ROMA, ITALY 0039-06-50072986
Alfredo Pini ANPA Via. V. Brancati, 48 0039-06-50072065 pini@dns.anpa.it
00144 ROMA, ITALY 0039-06-50072986
Geer Broen Province Limburg P.O.Box 5700, 662202 MA 0031-43-3897528 broend@zonnet.nl
MAASTRICHT, NETHERLANDS 0031-43-3618712
Jan Teekens Ministry of the Environment DGM, directie Bestuurszaken, 0031-70-3393777 jan.teekens@db.dgm.minvrom.nl
IPC 660, P.O.BOX 3309945, 2500 GX 0031-70-391302
DEN HAAG, NETHERLANDS
Leonor Cartaxo Inspectorate General for 7585 ALFRAGIDE 00351-1-4728250 Imc@dga.min-amb.pt
Environment PORTUGAL 00351-1-4728389
Aurea Moura Directorate General for 7585 ALFRAGIDE 00351-1-4728200
Environment PORTUGAL 00351-1-4719074
Lars Karlström Swedish Environmental SE-10648, STOCKHOLM 0046-8-6981041 lak@environ.se
Protection Agency SWEDEN 0046-8-6981480
Doug Munkman Environment Agency Steel House 11 Tothill Street 00171-6646863 doug.munkmd
LONDON SWIM, 9NF 00171-6646807 @environment-agency.gov.uk
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The IPPC directive (Directive on Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control, 96/61/EC) requires
that the competent authority is responsible for regulating changes in operation. Article 2 (10) (a)
and (b) of the directive defines two types of change - change in operation and substantial chan-
ge. This report is the final report of the IMPEL Network Project “ The Changes in Industrial
Operations”.
The aim of this project was to provide a basic insight into the practices of authorities respon-
sible for controlling changes in operation from the point of view of environmental protection.
The project clarified the legislative demands of each of the participating Member State and sho-
wed how these demands and regulations are interpreted by different authorities. The overall ob-
jective was to find out what is good practice in supervision and control of changes in industrial
operations.
In general, the IPPC directive has caused very similar problems in the Member States related to
the change in operation and substantial change. There is no clear definition of the change in opera-
tion and distinction between a change in operation and a substantial change is hard to define.  This
causes variations in interpretations, especially because the consideration is made on a case-by-case
basis. Because of this the reliability and predictability of the authorities’ decisions may suffer. The
need for consistent treatment of changes was recognised by all Member States.
The report presents the results of the questionnaire and of a seminar organised on the issue. Es-
pecially the good practices created in the seminar are useful in situations of a change and of a sub-
stantial change in all of the Member States. All the Member States attending the seminar and ans-
wering the questionnaire recognised the importance of exchange of information both at national
and international level as well as the importance of guidance for integrated assessment of emissions
and effects. In general, better management of changes in operations is required.
IMPEL Network, IPPC directive, industrial operations, change in operation and substantial
change
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Direktiivissä ympäristön pilaantumisen ehkäisemisen ja vähentämisen yhtenäistämiseksi 96/61/EY
(ns. IPPC-direktiivissä) 2 artiklan 10 a ja 10 b kohdissa määritellään kaksi muutostilannetta: käytön
muutos ja olennainen muutos. Tämä raportti on IMPEL Networkin projektin “Teollisen toiminnan
muutostilanteet” loppuraportti.
Projektin tarkoituksena oli tuoda esille teollisen toiminnan muutostilanteiden valvontakäytäntöjä
eri jäsenvaltioissa ympäristönsuojelun näkökulmasta. Projektissa selvitettiin eri jäsenvaltioiden lain-
säädännölliset vaatimukset ja miten eri viranomaiset ovat tulkinneet näitä vaatimuksia. Päätavoit-
teena oli selvittää, mikä on hyvä käytäntö teollisen toiminnan muutostilanteiden valvonnassa.
Yleisesti ottaen IPPC-direktiivi on aiheuttanut samankaltaisia ongelmia käytön muutoksen ja
olennaisen muutoksen tulkinnassa eri jäsenvaltioissa. Toiminnan muutokselle ei ole olemassa selke-
ää määritelmää ja toiminnan muutoksen ja olennaisen muutoksen välille on vaikeaa vetää selkeää
rajaa. Tämä johtaa IPPC-direktiivin epäyhtenäiseen tulkintaan erityisesti, koska harkinta tehdään
tapauskohtaisesti. Tällöin viranomaisten päätösten luotettavuus ja ennustettavuus on vaarassa hei-
kentyä. Kaikki jäsenvaltiot katsoivat, että yhdenmukainen muutostilanteiden käsittely on tarpeelli-
nen.
Raportti esittelee kyselylomakkeiden ja aiheesta järjestetyn seminaarin tuloksia. Erittyisesti muu-
tostilanteita varten luodut ns. hyvän käytännön toimintamallit ovat sovellettavissa käytön muutok-
sen ja olennaisen muutoksen tilanteisiin kaikissa Euroopan Unionin jäsenvaltioissa. Kaikki seminaa-
riin osallistuneet ja kyselylomakkeisiin vastanneet jäsenvaltiot olivat sitä mieltä, että sekä kansallista
että kansainvälistä tietojenvaihtoa tarvitaan samoin kuin ohjausta päästöjen ja niiden vaikutusten
kokonaisvaltaiseen arviointiin. Projektin tulokset tiivistettynä voidaan sanoa, että parempi muutos-
tilanteiden käsittely on välttämätöntä Euroopan Unionin jäsenvaltioissa.
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Direktivet om samordnade åtgärder för att förebygga och begränsa föroreningar 96/61/EY (IPPC-di-
rektivet) definierar den behöriga myndighetens ansvar i ändringar av industriell verksamhet. I arti-
kel 2(10)(a) och (b) definieras två typer av ändringar - ändring av verksamheten och väsentlig
ändring. Detta är den slutgiltiga raporten för IMPEL Network projektet “The Changes in Industrial
Operations”.
Målet för projektet var att klargöra hur myndigheterna i praktiken kontrollerar ändringar i in-
dustriell verksamhet ur miljöskyddssynpunkt sett. De lagliga kraven i de olika medlemsstaterna ut-
reddes och hur de och stagdandena har tillämpats av olika myndigheter. Det främsta målet var att
utreda god praxis i övervakning och kontroll av ändringar av industriell verksamhet.
I allmänhet har IPPC direktivet orsakat jämförbara problem i medlemsstaterna i ändringar och
väsentliga ändringar av industriell verksamhet. Det existerar ingen klar definition av ändring av
verksamhet och gränsdragningen mellan ändring och väsentlig ändring är svår. Detta ger upphov
till variationer i tolkningen, speciellt för att övervägandet i allmänhet görs på case-by-case basis.
Detta kan leda till att trovärdigheten och förutsägandet av myndigheternas beslut blir lidande. Alla
medlemsstater ansåg att det fanns ett behov av enhetlig behandling av ändringssituationerna.
Raporten presenterar resultaten av frågeformuläret och seminariet som organiserades i ärendet.
Speciellt den goda praxisen, som semiariet kom fram till, är användbar i alla EU:s medlemsstater.
Representanter för alla de medlemsstater, som deltog i projektet, ansåg det vara viktigt med infor-
mationsutbyte både på en nationell och internationell nivå samt guidning av en helhetsvärdering
av utsläpp och effekter. I allmänhet behövs en bättre behandling av ändringarna i industriell verk-
samhet.
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The Changes in Industrial Operations
The Directive on Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control, 96/61/EC, requires
that the competent authority is responsible for regulating changes in operation.
IPPC directive defines two types of changes - change in operation and substantial
change. All changes in operation that may affect the environment require the
competent authority to take action. The aim of the IMPEL Network project "The
Changes in Industrial Operations" was to provide a basic insight into the practices
of authorities responsible for controlling changes in operation. The objective was
also to find out good practices in supervision and control of changes in industrial
operations.
The report presents the results of a questionnaire and of a seminar organised on
the issue. Answers to the questionnaire were provided by 12 Member States:
Austria, Denmark, Finland, France, Greece, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands,
Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom. Representatives from almost all
of these Member States took part in the seminar.
As a result of the project was recognised, that a distinction between a change in
operation and a substantial change is hard to make. The distinction is usually made
on a case-by-case basis, which causes variations in interpretations of the national
legislation. The need for equity in cases of a change is required in all Member States
attending the project. In the permitting procedure also public hearing, access to
information and participation are becoming more important and the practice is
now moving towards greater openness. The Member States agreed upon the
importance of exchange of information both at the national and international level
as well as the importance of guidance for integrated assessment of emissions and
effects. In general, better management of changes in operations is required.
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